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Solving the medical school mess
by Lewis KirkClemson and the University of South Carolina have
traditionally been on opposite sides of the fence, or football
field, and the pattern has been repeated in the controversy
over the construction and location of a second medical
school in South Carolina.
In testifying before a special panel of the Commission
on Higher Education on September 16, President R.C.
Edwards said, "A second medical school should not be
authorized now or in the decade of the seventies." He
recommended instead a "consortium approach for
cooperative use of available resources should be expanded"
and that the Medical University of South Carolina at
Charleston remain the only medical school with increased
financial support.
Dr. Thomas F. Jones, president of the University of
South Carolina, refuted Edwards' testimony by saying,
"We have delayed too long; we must have a second medical
school." Because of its location and the facilities available
through the University of South Carolina and the new
Richland County Memorial Hospital, Jones said that
Columbia "is the obvious place" for a second medical
school.
Political observers feel that one reason Jones is actively
involved in lobbying for the new medical school as a part of
the USC campus is his hope of recouping the loss of confidence exhibited by the USC trustees and especially former
trustee, now a Federal judge, Sol. Blatt Jr., who suggested
in mid-summer that Jones should resign in the best interest
of the University.
As late as September in a special executive session of
the USC trustees from which Jones and other administrative personnel were barred, Blatt informed the
members of the board of his request to Jones and, before a
vote could be taken on a motion to express continued confidence in the USC President, the meeting was adjourned.
With this atmosphere of doubt and uncertainty prevailing,
Jones is pushing hard for a medical school on the USC
campus.
Edwards stated in an interview this week that in his
report to the panel, "We made it very clear that Clemson
University was not, has not and is not opting for a second
medical school to be located here now or at anytime in the
future."
Edwards said the report was an effort "to get away
from a political argument about where a medical school
should be or if it should be, and was simply an attempt to
point out basic facts related to problems of health care."
He said there is "a very concentrated effort being made
involving interests in Columbia outside of the University of
South Carolina to have a second medical school located
there since it means spending more money in Columbia."
South Carolina Governor John C. West requested last
month that no public statements be issued on the controversial question during the hearings until the special
panel had presented its recommendations to the Commission on Higher Education. But the moratorium ended
September 16.
Statements issued by the Greenville Chamber of
Commerce, members of the Greenville County Medical
Society and the hospital system itself all supported Edwards' view that the existing facilities in Charleston should
have increased funding, and a cooperative program would
be the most economically feasible way of upgrading and
increasing the output of medical personnel in the state.
A flurry of activity then erupted in both Columbia and
Charleston.
The Columbia chamber in a statement issued later the
same day denied that the medical school was a "Chamber
of Commerce project. The need has been documented
countless times." A few days later Mayor Lester Bates of
Columbia told the special panel that the need for a school
was "critical."
A spokesman for the Charleston chamber said that a
second school would be "a needless duplication of effort."
Dr. William McCord, president of the medical facility
in Charleston, questioned the effectiveness of a new school
in providing more doctors for the state.
Edwards said this week, "What concerns me with
respect to what is being said is that statements are being
made that attempt to persuade the people of this state that
if you have a second medical school, you can produce a lot
of good doctors and it doesn't cost much to do it. This just
does not agree with the facts."

He quoted the Lippard Report on medical education in
South Carolina as saying that 12 years will be required for a
new medical school to produce its first graduates from the
time planning is begun. The Lippard Report was prepared
by Dr. Vernon W. Lippard of the Yale School of Medicine in
1967 and has been used by both sides in the fight over the
proposed medical school as a basis for their arguments.
The report itself states in the introduction that the
attention of study was "focused on the establishment of a
medical school." Opponents of the planned school point out
that even though the purpose was directed toward a new
school, the initial recommendation of the report is that
"first attention be directed to the completion of the physical
facilities and adequate support for the operation of the
Medical College of South Carolina at Charleston."
The remaining recommendation provides for the
establishment of a second medical school as an "integral
unit of the University of South Carolina at Columbia," with
the opening date no later than 1975. Why Jones has waited
this long to begin action on the school for USC is a question
open to speculation.
In the report Lippard emphasizes that "the implication
that the establishment of another medical school would
solve all of the state's health problems" should be avoided.

The report also concluded that there "is not a large pool of
qualified South Carolina medical school applicants who are
not gaining admission."
The report praises the facilities at the Greenville
hospital system and recommends it as a "secondary center
for resident training," and it states "with the advent of a
regional medical program, it seems likely that affiliations
of hospitals in surrounding regions with medical schools
with be far more common and the association mutually
beneficial."
In his report to the Commission special panel Edwards
suggested that through the consortium approach, which is
in essence an expansion of affiliation to include regional
hospitals all over the state and a utilization of undergraduate programs at all three state-supported schools,
"an immediate approach to the production of more doctors
can be provided and at a substantially lower cost compared
to that of establishing a new school."
He stated that the question is not one of politics, but one
of economics: "How the problems of the state in health care
can be solved and how the resources of the state can be
most efficiently utilized in planning and developing
(continued on page 19 )
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Letters
LWV on Blot
Sirs:
I would like to congratulate
"Blot", whoever he may be, for
his perceptive and wellresearched article on reapportionment in the TIGER on
September 24th. The League of
Women Voters of South Carolina
has taken considerable interest in
this question and is most anxious
to see the state apportioned fairly
and equitably, both with respect
to Congressional districts and in
state senate districts. The
prospects for single member
districts are exceedingly poor in
this state, since the Indiana
decision by the Supreme Court in
the spring ruled multi-member
districts constitutional. South
Carolina will certainly not go to
single member districts now,
since the court does not require
it.
It is, however, quite possible to
draw up multi-member districts
with much smaller variations in
population per senator than the
plan being considered. I have, in
fact, devised two such plans
myself, merely to demonstrate
that it is possible. There are some
particularly poorly drawn
districts in the present plan.
Aiken, Barn well, and Bamberg
together have more than 20%
more than the population
required for two senators.
Charleston (a single county
district) has the population for 4.4
senators and yet has only four,
despite the fact that it could
easily be combined with either of
two adjacent counties (Dorchester or Georgetown) to make
a nearly perfect five senator
district. Over-representation is
as rampant in the eastern
counties
(particularly

Georgetown-Horry and FlorenceMarion-Williamsburg) as under representation is in the lower
triangle of the state. Hopefully
the House of Representatives will
compel the Senate to apportion
themselves more equitably than
they have thus far chosen to do.
The League also has a longstanding opposition to the full
slate law for reasons similar to
those cited. Senator Harris Smith
of Pickens expressed optimism
about the repeal of the full-slate
law in the 1972 session.
Political coverage in the
TIGER this year is excellent,
comparable to any paper in the
state. Certainly students with
access to the TIGER are sufficiently politically aware to be
allowed to register without
harassment in Pickens County.
Holley Ulbrich
Assistant Professor of
Economics
Representative Government
Chairman'
League of Women Voters of
South Carolina

USG Analysis
Dear Blot:
In reference to your "Memo To
The Outlanders," let us first
congratulate you on the depth of
your observations at the
University and the clarity of your
report of these observations.
However, we find your analysis
of USC to be lacking in accuracy
and your objectivity undone by
prejudice. How pretentious for an
observer of one day's duration to
undertake an in-depth analysis of
an institution as large as
Carolina. Your characterization
of Dr. Jones as a childish sim-
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pleton simply because of his aura
of friendliness and informality is
an injustice to him and his many
accomplishments.
As far as student bureaucracy
is concerned, one must expect a
highly developed bureaucracy at
a University of 15,000 students.
We will not presume to know the
situation as regards student
organization at Clemson, but it is
probable that a similar, if
smaller, bureaucracy exists
there. We also feel that the USC
method of registration is superior
to the computer method because
the students have more say in the
scheduling of their classes.
In conclusion, let us mention
the Bortolazzo affair, even
though the issue is dead, Dr.
Bortolazzo having fled the state.
The Regional Campuses of the
University of South Carolina
offer a comprehensive, relatively
inexpensive, and first-rate
education which community,
colleges could only hope to aspire
to. Turning these campuses into
community colleges would be a
step backwards for higher
education in South Carolina.
Thank you for this opportunity to
express our opinions on your
article.
Richard Young
Walter P. Pitts
Hugh Long
Robert S. Painter
U.S.C.

Re: Memo
Dear Blot:
Re: Memo to the Outlanders
'Tis true that USC is one big
bureaucracy. But, is it not also
sadly
true
that
any
multitudinously populated institution inevitably (if not instinctively) becomes one big
bureaucracy?
Unbureaucr atically,
Paul O'Grady
Columbia

Minority View
Sirs:
In response to Gerry Hough's
letter last week in which he answered a letter concerning the
violation of the "serious-minded"
student's privacy through implementation of dorm visitation, I
have this to say. I considered
Miss Gladys Moss' letter a
complete miss of the point in
question.
The question mainly is one of
student rights. The issue is not
whether we obtain dorm
visitation but whether we have
the right to choose through a
majority vote. This issue will
undoubtedly be a precedent for
the future of student rights.
Consider this — it would be just as
much a violation of our rights for
the administration to force dorm
visitation as to deny the
privilege, without consulting the
students by vote first. The right
to vote is the primary issue — the
vote itself is secondary.
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Even if dorm visitation is
passed, Miss Moss, or any
other "serious-minded" student,
as she puts it, need not fear
suppression of their wishes. If
Miss Moss would investigate
further, she would find that
provision has been made for the

student who doesn't wish to
participate in dorm visitation due
to personal or parental dissent.
Certain dorms will undoubtedly
be declared "closed" to facilitate
their desires. The minority's
rights for privacy, if the dissent
against dorm visitation is indeed
in the minority (I will not
speculate), will be protected.
This is stated policy of the administration
and
student
government.
Sure, it would be more convenient to Miss Moss, if the issue
was never brought to vote under
established dorm councils. But
will Miss Moss deny other
students of perhaps different
opinions the right to vote? If so,
she is indeed prejudiced.
Miss Moss, I assure you that
your chance will come again to
express your opinion when the
issue comes to a student vote in
your dorm. Even if you "lose"
you need not fear because
provision has been made to
protect your right to privacy.
This is more consideration than a
minority group for open dorm
visitation would receive.
One other point, and my
strongest one, Miss Moss — the
next time you decide to construct
an opinion; go to the proper
sources, gather legitimate information, and do your research
locally, based on principle and
not self-interest.
Sam Campbell
Sophomore

Noble Dream
Sirs:
NOBLE DREAM AWARD.
The following was a quotation
contained in the State Sept. 18,
1971 in a front page headline:
"Under our Constitutional
system courts stand against
any winds that blow as
havens of refuge for those
who might otherwise suffer
because they are helpless,
weak, outnumbered or
because they are nonconforming
victims of
prejudice and public excitement."
Justice Hugo L. Black
Justice Black served on the
Supreme Court from 1937 to 1971.
Greg Besser
Clemson

Hard Facts
Sirs:
Mike Forth's editorial on
marijuana.
reflects
the
philosophy of Playboy magazine
and others, that the drug is no
more harmful than alcohol
therefore should be legalized.
Perhaps Mr. Forth is not aware
of the latest professional studies
concerning the harmful effects of
marijuana.
Here are some facts about
marijuana as collected from the
Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs:

other drugs such as LSD, amphetamines and barbituates.
4. Scientific studies have
revealed Tetrahydrocannabinols
(THC's) as the psychoactive
ingredient in marijuana.
5. THC's are powerful, mindaltering drugs like LSD.
6. Frequent use of more concentrated forms of Cannabis such
as hashish has been associated
with physical, mental and social
deterioration.
Still, a conclusive answer to the
consequences of marijuana use is
not possible today. Scientific
evidence presently available
indicates that the drug has both
physical and mind-altering effects
similar
to
other
hallucinogens
and
lacks
medicinal value.
The clouds of controversy
surrounding marijuana use will
not be quickly dissipated by
scientific fact. What is required is
an education program for the
public conducted by responsible
newspapers, magazines, radio
and television.
Why play Russian Roulette?
After all, until a few years ago, it
was not known that long-term
tobacco smoking can cause or
contribute to serious disease of
the lungs and heart.
J. H. Steed
Clemson '60

IPTAY
Sirs:
I just want to write about the
travesty of justice that Clemson
students are being forced to bear
in the area of South Carolina
game tickets.
Why are students not allowed to
purchase a regular game ticket
for the game instead of a stub?
Students must pay the full price
for the ticket but this gives them
no choice in reselling the ticket
(they paid the full price just like
IPTAY — why shouldn't they be
allowed to sell it??) in case of
getting sick and being unable to
attend, Clemson being 0-10 and
simply not caring to see a
slaughter, or whatever.
Why must students be second
class ticket holders?? Why
shouldn't they have the same
rights as other people who pay
full price for a ticket to an away
game?? What happens to a
student who simply can't attend?
He can't even give his ticket
away to another student who
failed to buy one because of being
coerced into signing one's name
on the back of the stub when one
purchases it on the loggia.
If students were receiving
some sort of cut rate for this
game it would be different. But if
I pay $7.00 just like everybody
else, I should have the same
rights as anybody else (including
Joe Blow in IPTAY — my father
in IPTAY for that matter).
Bob Wise
Class of'70 —IM
Grad School of Mgt.

Letters Policy
1. Usage and , arrests for
marijuana possession and sale
are increasing.
2. Possession and sale are
prohibited by law in most nations
of the world; 70 countries have
agreed to control the drug under
a United Nations treaty.
3. Heavy marijuana use is
seldom isolated from the abuse of

The Tiger encourages letters to
the editor, and will continue its
long policy of printing each letter
received from the University
community.
Letters should be typed, if
possible, and should contain the
name of the writer, as well as the
class, major, hometown and
phone number.
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Press Failure
The following is an excerpt from Nat
Hentoff's column in the September 23
Village Voice:
Any reporter who automatically trusts
an official source has failed his readers.
The New York Times, September 14,
page one: ". . .In this worst of recent
American prison revolts, several of the
hostages — prison guards and civilian
workers — died when convicts slashed
their throats with knives."
Not even an "it was reported" or "officials said." Reading that, you could only
have concluded that Fred Ferretti, normally an astute journalist, was reporting
his own first-hand information.
On that same day, believing that its own
man — and reporters from all the other
papers and wire services — knew what
they were writing about, the Times issued
this judgement in a lead editorial:
"Prisoners slashed the throats of utterly
helpless, unarmed guards. . .Police officers storming into the prison to rescue
the hostages and restore order were
stirred to savage retaliation by the horror
within."
That's what "stirred" them, huh?
Page three of that day's Daily News had
a three-column feature, bottom left, bylined by William Federici, with the head:
" 'I Saw Seven Throats Cut.' " In Alton
Slagle's main "hard-news" story
alongside, there was the flat statement:
"Eight of the dead hostages died of slashed
throats. The ninth was stabbed to death."
That afternoon, on page two of the Post,
in a report from one of its men right on the
scene, there is this factual assertion: "But
in 10 homes in Attica and nearby villages,
the fog could not obliterate the pain. These
were the homes of prison guards and
civilian workers who had died — brutally
— at the hands of rebelling inmates."
Tuesday's Washington Post was a bit
more responsible. In a front-page story,
Stephen Isaacs did say unequivocally in
his lead that "nine hostages were slain by
Attica state prison inmates. . ."
But by the third paraeraDh. there were
these qualifications (emphasis added):
"Several of the hostages had their
throats slashed, according to a state
spokesman. A spokesman for Governor
Nelson A. Rockefeller claimed that some
of the hostage guards had been killed
hours before the all-out assault on a cell
block. Rockefeller called them 'coldblooded killings' by revolutionary
militants."
If it were possible to measure coldness of
blood, in that metaphorical sense, I would
expect Rockefeller's to be far more gelid
that that of the most savage mugger on
any street in the country. Rockefeller gave

the word to go ahead, knowing there were
going to be deaths on both sides. He later
disclosed the pacification action had come
out better than he had anticipated, adding
that the troopers had done a "superb job."
That beats even Jackson State where
Mississippi police would not have been so
coldbloodedly allowed to fire and kill if
some of their own men had been in the
dorms.
Back on the press on the day of the
murders, I stress this utter failure in basic
reporting for two reasons. One: Many
journalists still have not learned sufficiently that official sources require at
least as much independent checking as
any other sources. (On the day before the
murders, would those reporters and
newspapers have printed without
qualification, as if they themselves had
seen what they are telling us, a report by
William Kunstler, let's say, that he had
discovered within the bowels of Attica the
corpses of 12 prisoners killed by guards the
week before?) But reporters did believe
State Correction officials.
There was no time for independent
inquiry, I suppose I'll be told. "We had to
move the story as it broke and then check
it out later."
Then damn it, say so as you move the
story. Say that you are reporting what
officials told you, that you do not have
first-hand knowledge of what you're
sending. What kind of anachronistic
grandstanding is it to have to pretend you
were right there — when you weren't.
On Wednesday, September 15, Fred
Ferretti's front-page story in the Times
began more cautiously than his previous
day's dispatch:
"The nine hostages killed in the uprising
in the Attica correctional facility died of
bullet wounds, it was reported today after
official autopsies." (Emphasis added.)
That's my second point. What if the man
called in to perform the autopsies had not
had the professional integrity of Dr. John
F. Edland? It is not entirely fanciful to
speculate that a man with the kind of
"practical morality" that is manifested by
some prison doctors might have come up
with findings much closer to those the
press had already conditioned us for.
Would the press have doubted those cutthroat autopsies? I don't know, but it's a
serious question in view of the swiftness
with which the press accepted official
accounts the day before.

Draft Returns
With the passage by the Senate last week
of the draft extension bill, the Selective
Service System is once again authorized to
induct men into the armed forces — but
with a few strings.

First, the draft will last only until July 1,
1973. President Nixon hopes to have
replaced draft calls with sufficient
numbers of volunteers by then, and the
induction machinery will be put on ice in
case of national emergency. After that
date, therefore, 18-year-olds will still have
to register with the Selective Service.
Second, male college students no longer
receive automatic deferments while in
school. Congress, bowing to pressure from
college students and others for a more
equitable draft, agreed to authorize the
President to end the undergraduate
deferments, a step he had already
promised to take.
Starting this past summer new students
(not enrolled in the 1970-71 academic year)
will not be deferred, although if they have
started classes they may postpone induction until the present term ends. All
other students are eligible for induction
after four years in college or when they
reach 24 years of age, whichever comes
first.
Third, lottery numbers will apply to all
men with the same birthdate, regardless
of the location of their draft boards.
Requested by the President, this new rule
will end charges that certain draft boards
were "safer" than others. Thus all men
with the same lottery number will be inductable at the same time.
Another provision provides incentives
for more men to volunteer. Originally
requested by the President last year, the
$2.4 billion pay hike ($1.8 billion for firstterm enlisted men and junior officers) will
go into effect October 1, unless the Cost of
Living Council, which oversees the current
wage-price freeze, rules otherwise.
For a recruit or seaman recruit, class E1, average annual pay will be $4,872, as
compared with $3,165 at present (65 percent increase). At the top of the scale, a
colonel or Navy captain, class 0-6, will get
$26,389 as against $24,850 now (6 per cent
increase).
Conscientious objectors will be given
two-year assignments to civilian service.
The Senate-House Conference Committee
emphasized that this work will "parallel in
his experiences, to a reasonable extent,
the experiences of the young man who is
inducted in his stead."
The Mansfield amendment to require
total US troop withdrawal from Vietnam
was approved in modified form as a
"sense of Congress" title in the act.
Mansfield's nine-month timetable is now
stated as "the earliest practicable date"
for cessation of "all military operations of
the United States in Indochina," and "a
date certain...for the prompt and orderly
withdrawal of all United States military
forces...subject to the release of all
American prisoners of war held by the
Government of North Vietnam and forces
allied with such Government, and an
accounting for all Americans missing in
action who have been held by or known to
such Government or such forces."
The title also urges the President to
negotiate with North Vietnam "a ceasefire

by all parties," the withdrawal date
contingent on POW releases and the accounting of MIA's, and withdrawal of US
troops from all of Indochina.
The Senate passed the compromise bill
by a vote of 55-30 on Sept. 21. The House
vote on Aug. 4 was 297-108.

VD
State Health Officer Dr. E. Kenneth
Aycock has called venereal diseases a
serious problem in South Carolina and
urges all students to learn more about VD
during October — VD Awareness Month.
During the last fiscal year 921 cases of
syphilis and 14,315 cases of gonorrhea
were reported in the state. "Hundreds of
other people have a venereal disease but
don't know they have it," Dr. Aycock says.
"More than half of these are under 25
years old.
"No doubt, some people still falsely
believe that venereal diseases are spread
by water, food, or air. Others think that
gonorrhea or syphilis can be contracted by
dirty toilet seats, door-handles, water
fountains, or eating utensils.
"However, except in very rare cases,
the only way a person can become infected
is through sexual contact."
What can people do if they think they
have VD? According to Dr. Aycock, they
should call their doctor or county health
department.
The first sign of syphilis, often unnoticeable, may be a sore which usually
appears where the germs first entered the
body, but it may appear on fingers, lips, or
breasts. The sore, called a chancre
(pronounced shanker), is painless and
usually shows up 10 to 90 days after exposure to an infected person. However, the
chancre often occurs inside the body, or
may be so small that it goes unnoticed. In
most cases, it will disappear without any
treatment, but the victim will still have
syphilis.
"If left untreated, the disease can result
in paralysis, insanity, blindness, deafness,
heart disease, and even death," Dr.
Aycock warns.
A blood test allows physicians to rapidly
diagnose syphilis and enhances the
possibility for early treatment with antibiotics.
"Gonorrhea is more difficult to control.
One major problem is that there is no
positive blood test for gonorrhea, and
while it can also be cured with antibiotics,
some strains of the disease have developed
an immunity to regular drug dosages."
The results of untreated gonorrhea can
be sterility, arthritis (crippling), and
blindness.
Dr. Aycock stresses that both diseases
can be cured and that your family doctor
or the people at the county health
department can answer your questions
about VD.

Headlnies

Krushchev Dies
Of Heart Attack
Had Been In Obscurity For 7 Years
Related Stories,
Pictures, 16-A, 16-D
MOSCOW <UPI> — Former
Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev,
who rose from a peasant
background to loosen the chains
of Stalinism in the Soviet Union
and play Cold War brinkman-

leadership he had shared with
others and then held alone for
U, Vears after Stalin's death in
1953.

town's parochial school. He
worked in the coal mines,
joined the Bolshevik party,
fought in the civil war and,
shortly after his first wife died
NO ANNOUNCEMENT
in 1323, married Nina.
Khrushchev later went to
There was no immediate Moscow where he rose through
announcement from the Krem- the political ranks, graduated
lin A* tile A^n*U mtiiiti ■

the Ukraine, organized guerrilla
defenses in the area during
World War II, returned to
Moscow in 1949 and, still an
obscure party official, succeeded in the power struggle for a
new leader of the Soviet Union
after Stalin's death.
Khrushchev installed Soviet
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'Bill of Rights and responsibilities' offered
by Bob Fedder
A constitutional amendment entitled "Bill of Rights
and Responsibilities" was presented to the Student Senate
during its regular Monday meeting.
Sponsored by Student Body President Gerry Hough, the
measure was offered after undergoing minor revisions in
the Senate's Judiciary Committee.
Senators were given copies of the amendment and it
seems likely that some action will be taken during Monday
night's meeting.
Hough and Sen. Larry Dunn expected some objections
from the administration. Supporters of the measure hope
that since University Counsel Gen. A. Wood Rigsby aided in
drafting the measure, objections will be minimal.
To be enacted, the amendment must receive Senate
approval, a two-thirds majority in a student referendum
and the approval of the University Executive Council.
The Amendment reads as follows:
Bill of Rights and Responsibilities
Purpose: To establish a Bill of Rights and Responsibilities for Clemson Students.
Be it enacted by the Clemson University Student Senate
in regular session assembled the following:
Preamble
Academic institutions exist for the transmission of
knowledge, the pursuit of truth, the development of
students and the general well being of society. Free inquiry
and free expression are indispensible to the attainment of
these goals. As members of the academic community,
students should be encouraged to develop the capacity for
critical judgement and to engage in a sustained and independent search for truth. The standards of academic
freedom of students outlined below are essential to any
community of scholars.
Freedom to teach and freedom to learn are inseparable
facets of academic freedom. The freedom to learn depends
upon appropriate opportunities and conditions in the
classroom, on the campus and in the larger community.
Students should exercise their freedom with responsibility.
The responsibility to secure and to respect general
conditions conducive to the freedom to learn is shared by all
members of the academic community. The purpose of this
statement is to enumerate the essential provisions for
student freedom to learn.
I. Rights in the University community.
A. The University, as a community, has the responsibility and right to formulate policies and guidelines
to promote the general welfare of its members.
B. As the University is a community in a democracy,
students should have a voting voice in all affairs of the
University directly concerning the student body.
C: Students are not to consider themselves the sole
members of the community in making demands upon
the whole community.
II. Rights concerning Academic Freedoms and Responsibilities.
A. Student performance should be judged by his
achievement in academic areas and not on his
opinions or conduct unrelated to academic standards.
B. Students should accept all responsibilities concerning required course material and attendance. No
instructor shall consider it his perogative to go beyond

academic regulations as set forth in the Student
Regulations.
C. Information concerning student views, beliefs and
political associations which professors may acquire in
the course of their work, shall be considered confidential. Protection against disclosure is a serious
professional obligation.
III. Rights concerning records.
A. The University should have a carefully considered
policy as to the information which is in a student's
permanent educational record and as to the conditions
of its disclosure. To minimize the risk of improper
disclosure, academic and disciplinary records should
be separate, and the conditions of access to each
should be explicitly and publically stated. Transcripts
of academic records should contain only information
about academic status.
B. Information in all disciplinary and counseling files
should be available only to authorized persons unless
prior written consent is given by the student. Exception to this will be made in the case of legal subpeona and where there is a positive danger of serious
physical harm to the student or to others.
C. No records should be kept which reflect the
political, religious or moral activities or beliefs of
students.
IV. Freedom to inquiry and expression.
A. Students should be free to examine and to discuss
all questions of interest to them, and to express
opinions publically and privately. They should always
be free to support any causes by lawful means. At the
same time, it should be made clear to the academic
and larger community that in their public expressions
or demonstrations students or organizations speak
only for themselves.
B. Students should be allowed to invite and to hear any
speaker of their choosing. Those routine procedures
needed in securing speakers should be designed to
insure that there is an orderly scheduling of faculties
and adequate preparations for the event. While the
University is properly concerned with the prevention
of unlawful conduct, no control of campus facilities
should be used as a device of censorship. It should be
made clear to the academic and larger community
that sponsorship of guest speakers does not
necessarily imply approval or endorsement of the
views expressed, either by the sponsoring group or the
institution.
C. In the delegaion of editorial responsibilities for
student publications, students have the right and
responsibility given to any professional publication
within the guidelines established by the University.
They should have editorial freedom and separate
financial status to maintain integrity of purpose. All
University published and financed student
publications should explicitly state on the editorial
page that the opinions there expressed are not
necessarily those of the college, university, or student
body.
D. The student has the right to establish and/ or
disseminate publications free from any censorship or
other official action controlling editorial policy or

Students Welcome

content.
V. Right to self government.
A. Students have the right to organize such government to represent student opinion and desires.
B. Such an organization should have separate
financial status.
C. Such a government should have the initial decision
in areas of student concern.
VI Right to trial by peers.
A. Students have the right to trial by peers in matters
which will be decided by the University.
B. Any incident occuring outside of the University
should not be given University jurisdiction.
C. The Student Judiciary System will have the
primary authority in all incidents to be decided by the
University.
D. No person shall be liable to double jeopardy.
VII. Rights concerning student affairs.
A. The University should be open to all qualified
persons regardless of race, sex, religion, creed, or
nationality.
B. Students should be free to organize and associate to
promote their common interests.
C. Student organizations are free to choose their own
faculty advisors. Such advisors do not have the
authority to control the policies of student
organization.
C. Student organizations are required to publicize
information concerning purpose, criteria for membership, and current lists of officers. They should not
be required to submit a membership list as a condition
of institutional recognition other than an initial list of
the members.
E. No student organization can be denied access to
University facilities unless they prove to be
irresponsible in the care of such facilities.
F. Campus organizations should not deny membership to students solely because of race, creed or
national origin.
VIII. Rights concerning housing.
A. Students are to have the right to choose where they
will live, whether it be on or off campus.
B. The student has the right to be scure in his
possessions, against invasion of privacy, and
unreasonable search and seizure.
C. In all cases, students cannot violate the rights of
other students residing in University housing.
D. Dormitory students are to have the right to decide
upon any dorm regulations pending approval of the
Student Senate. All students must comply with state
health regulations.
E. There is to be no assignments in dormitory
discriminations based upon race, color, creed, or
national origin.
IX. Redress of Grievances.
A. The student has the right to petition the government for redress of grievance.
B. The student has the right to bring suit within the
regular judiciary structure for any violation of right
quaranteed by the Student Bill of Rights and
Responsibilities, Student Body Constitution or Student
Regulation.
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SOC plans fall offensive
by Earl Gatlin

=

The Student Organizing Committee (SOC) has
planned two major activities for the fall semester.
These activities are concerned with the anti-war
movement and women's rights.
An anti-war fall offensive on a national level is
being planned for November 6 with the aid of the
Student Motivation Committee (SMC) and the
Young Socialist Alliance (YSA). The local SOC is
planning to participate in the regional activities
which will center in Atlanta.
In October, SOC will initiate its anti-war activities with a draft counseling workshop to be held
Friday night. "This is to make people qualified to
counsel on the draft," stated SOC chairman Bob
Yannattei. He explained that the workshop is
similiar to an educational course, and the people
taking the course will be ready to counsel next
semester.
From October 11-14, a literature table will be
set up on the loggia for the distribution of anti-war
materials. On October 13, the SOC will present a
program from 8-11 p.m. featuring music, political
theatre, and two anti-war films. A speaker from
SMC will be featured on October 14. Roscoe Malone
of the SOC said, "We hope to get people down to
Atlanta, and we think the October 13 segment will
help to achieve this end."
November 20 marks the beginning of the
women's rights activities on a national level. "We
have already begun activity on women's rights in
connection with open dorms," said Malone. "The
November date is basically going to be educational
on a national level, although we may print literature
on the situation here."
In other action the SOC passed an anti-war
resolution which condemns Nixon's Vietnamization
policy as "an attempt to further exploit the people
and resources of Southeast Asia." The SOC blames
the Vietnamization policies for rising inflation and
the resulting wage-price freeze. The resolution
concluded that the only way to end the war was to
"continue to show the administration that the
American and Vietnamese people want the U.S. out
of Vietnam now."
A statement of policy was adopted in which the
SOC asserts that "the vast majority of Americans
fear change..." The SOC attacks the University's
method of examiningsocial conditions and also the
decision-making process employed at the
University.
The 1969 moratorium is criticized as being
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Yannattei
"manipulated by the university status quo... and a
vivid display of the student's acceptance of
university pagentry." The former radical
organizations at the University are criticized for
only "thinking" radical.
The SOC sets their goals as "radicalization of
students" and "the challenging of the established
orders." The statement concludes that the SOC will
"develop an effective organization" and "have a
coherent strategy to make students aware of their
own interests and needs, and the way the University
stands against them."

Cox approves councils
by Ron Elwell
The Student Senate Constitutional
Amendment setting up dorm councils was
approved by Dean Walter T. Cox this week,
setting the machinery in motion for the
attainment of dormitory visitation.
Wednesday afternoon, Student Body Vice
President John Marshall said, "The first
step is getting people elected to the dorm
councils."
Any persons desiring to run for a position
on their dorm council should obtain an affidavit from their hall supervisor and turn it
in to the Student Government Office on the
eighth level of the Student Center no later
than midnight Wednesday, October 6. There
is no GPR requirement for this office.
Students with questions are requested to call
the Student Government Office at 656-2151.
The campus has been divided into 20 dorm
units, with each unit electing a dorm
council. "The councils," said Marshall,
"will be responsible for administering and
establishing the hours within the guidelines
already set down in by Student Senate and
the Board of Trustees."
Each hall will have two representatives,
and the dorm will have one at-large vote for
every fifty students. Resident Assistants are
non-voting members of the council and
cannot run in the election, Marshall said.
Voting for dorm councils will take place
during the week of October 11. The polls will
be set up in the dorms, and the polls will be
open in the evening and at night.
Marshall emphasized that "it is important
that each hall elect two representatives to
the dorm council or that hall will have no
visitation for the year."
After the dorm councils have established
the possible hours for their dorm unit, each
dorm unit will have to accept or reject
visitation. A two-thirds majority of all the
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Marshall
students in the dorm unit is required for
passage of visitation.
According to Marshall actual visitation
will begin only after parental permission
slips have been received for all students
under twenty-one years of age. The parental
permission slips will be sent out after the
dorm councils have been organized.
Rules for visitation as set up by the Board
of Trustees in their regular June meeting
are as follows:
1. A student has to be twenty-one years of
age or older or have parental permission.
2. Guests of students must be accompanied by the student to his or her room
in both the men's and women's dorms. In the
women's dorms, girls will have to check on
their sign-out cards that they have a visitor.
(This means that they will not have to put
the specific name of each visitor as was
previously required.)
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Steadman: no sellout yet
by Tom Priddy
Mark Steadman has a rather wry smile
and a short, sudden laugh that he reserves
exclusively for speaking about his new
novel. "Of the first novels written in any one
year about 98 per cent never sell out the first
printing," he says. "I've gotten too many
rejection slips in the past to be too confident."
His book McAfee County: A Chronicle, is
the first novel for this University English
professor; the first novel after a year and a
half of preparation and two unsuccessful
attempts. It was released September 13 by
Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
Steadman leans back in his office chair
and props his feet on the opened bottom
drawer of his desk. Behind him lie three
stacks of once-folded, rubber-banded,
ungraded themes. His pipe, lit, unlit, or
whatever, is propped in the side of his
mouth. "I've gotten some very good
reviews," Steadman grins. "They run about
four to one favorable. There was a good one
in The Book Of The Month Club News, and a
bad one in Publishers' Weekly.
"The bad one in Publishers' Weekly said
that my book was not funny enough, horrible
enough, or dirty enough," he says. "I don't
want it to be a messagey book. It's just an
easy book to read."
Steadman, who has been teaching here
since 1957, and writing since his own college
days at Florida State, dates the idea for
McAfee County back to the summers he
worked as a surveyor for the Georgia Highway Department. It was then that he met
characters similar to the ones he has chosen
to write about. Steadman's book is a
collection of twelve related stories about the
people in a rural, coastal Georgia town
similar to the ones in which he worked.
Due to the nature of his novel, Steadman is

naturally compared to several prominent
Southern writers. "Frankly." Steadman
says, "a lot of Southern writing turns me
off." He wrote the book, he says, to capture
a rapidly disappearing type of people.
Nothing more.
"I guess the writer who had the greatest
influence on my structure was Sherwood
Anderson," Steadman says. "His
Winesburg, Ohio is also a collection of
stories around the same setting."
As for the individual, factual successes of
McAfee County, the publishing company
printed 7,500 copies, and is soon to have the
novel translated into German. ("We thought
it would be too hard to translate.")
"In a way it's a sort of anti-climax," he
says of the book's release. "It took so long. I
think I felt the best when I got an agent."
Steadman is, however, not wasting any
time on his second attempt. "I wrote about a
hundred pages of another one last spring,
and my agent rejected it. The trouble with
that is in the first twenty pages or so you
establish the whole premise for the book. I
would have had to have written it completely differently if I went back to rewrite
it."
Since then he has abandoned the spring
project and begun a new novel, the outline of
which was finally accepted last week by his
agent. It deals with a former football star
and a down-and-out road worker, and how
both relate to "the terms of success and
failure".
Although visibly excited about his new
book, Steadman notes that while it's
available in New York, no local area book
stores have picked it up yet. "What I need
are a few people asking around for it," he
says with a quick laugh. "We'll see what
happens."
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AAUP: Protecting professors
by Rich Familia
Recently a professor was threatened by the
University administration with dismissal after
writing letters that were allegedly contrary to
school policies in dealing with the press.
This most recent case of restriction of academic
freedom was sparked when the professor wrote
several letters to the editor of the Charleston News
and Courier. Peremptory violation of the
professor's rights was averted, however, when the
local chapter of the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP) decided to join in the
controversy.
The case was dealt with "informally" by a
faculty committee and the president of the Clemson
AAUP chapter, Dr. Michael W. Jutras, and a report
was sent to University President R.C. Edwards.
The result, Jutras said, was that the University
agreed to pay the professor a year's salary, while
the professor agreed to leave.
This action was in keeping with the main function of the AAUP, which is "to prevent the denial of
academic freedom," according to local vice
president Dr. Malcolm Skove.
Dr. Jutras explained that improving faculty
salaries and fringe benefits, maintaining academic
and professional standards, and promoting the
faculty role in the University government are also
major programs.
The AAUP is an organization composed of
approximately 52,000 faculty members across the
United States. Any faculty member can join, but
pressure is never put on anyone — to become a
member.
The main power of the AAUP is one of sanctioning. "If academic freedom is being violated, the
administration responsible for the violation can be
placed on a list of censured schools," said Dr.
Skove. About 25 schools are presently listed as
censured.
In trying to resolve any problems, the local
chapter of the AAUP informally confers with the
administration about the case in question. In instances where negotiations fail, the National Office

in Washington, D.C. will intervene.
"If the National Committee reveals a serious
violation of academic freedom and tenure, a report
is published in the AAUP bulletin. A vote at the
annual meeting follows, with the institution usually
being placed on the censured list," Jutras explained.
"The results of this censorship are nothing
tangible, but nevertheless is very effective," Jutras
continued. The resulting bad publicity and the
problem of new staff members are two major effects.
Indirectly, there is an effect on the students.
"Students will be attending an institution where
academic freedom is being violated, and this isn't a
very good environment for learning truth. They will
also have a lower quality teaching staff," explained
the president.
The list of censured schools is reviewed every
year, and a school will be removed if all problems
are resolved. "Generally speaking," said Jutras,
"this list is characterized by schools that are not
strong educational institutions. Strong institutions
do not violate academic freedoms."
At Clemson, last year, the AAUP had to deal
with two cases, both being resolved to the
satisfaction of the administration and professors,
according to Skove.
Another function of the AAUP is to rate schools
by their pay scale, using an A to F ratings. "The
University was well below the national average, but
now it is holding its own with a rating of B-plus,"
said Jutras. Ninety-five per cent of the schools rate
a B or better. The system was designed to set
standards for comparing all schools to each other.
Dr. Jutras said that there are "very good"
feelings between the administration and the AAUP,
and that this makes for better working relations.
On the other hand, another spokesman for the
AAUP said that though no love exists between the
AAUP and the administration, both still maintain a
working relation.

Ecology education
by Bill Thorneloe
Survival, an "ecological task force," was
created with the main goals "to educate ourselves
in ecology, to educate others, and then to act against
discovered environmental abuses," according to
Bill Minikiewizz, the executive co-chairman.
The newly formed club is based on a desire for
an ecology oriented club and Minikiewizz's experience with a similiar group in New York. The
club has three co-chairmen: the executive,
Minikiewizz; the secretary, Kathy Kemp; and the
Senator-Treasurer, Neal Sutker. The constitution
calls for one of the co-chairmen to be a Student
Senator. The activities are divided among committees with concentrations in various fields.
This week Survival hopes to begin paper
recycling within the dorms. Committee leader Jan
Jee Wechsler hopes to extend this program to cans
and bottles in the Clemson and Anderson areas.
Cathy Wahlen heads the Ambassador Program.
This program is the "Speaker's Bureau" of Survival. She hopes to start speaker's classes on environmental topics. "These speakers will then be
able to speak to high schools, teach-ins, and civic
clubs," she said.
Robert Mercer is gathering information for a
population control library. He plans to distribute
birth control information in the area this spring.
Ron Waters of the Water Control Program
predicted that Survival will be "active in
strengthening exisiting pollution laws in South
Carolina." He cited the "injurious to life" phrase of
the state law as too vague.
Among their projects, Survival hopes to prevent
the harvesting of 10,000 acres of woodland under the
Santee Cooper Development Bureau. They feel the
proposed harvest is "politically motivated" and the
present moratorium is an attempted whitewash.

the paper and the trees. Mike Anderson stated that
"when we have to use flyers and posters, we do so
sparingly."
Survival is affilated with SCOPE and Environmental Action, Inc., the founders of Earth
Day. Minikiewizz is also the national director of the
National Environmental Net, an amateur radio net
which keeps liason between environmental groups.
Survival's faculty advisors, Dr. O.J. Jacobus
and Dr. C. R. Dillon have been important in the
development of the club. The members also were
satisfied with the Administration's aid through
Dean Coakley. Survival hopes the student body will
be just as helpful.
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Survival held a Write Out last Thursday. By
encouraging students to write to public officials,
Survival hopes to learn the quality of student
support for future projects.
The club communicates through the Survival
Kit, a weekly newsletter. About 70 copies are
printed, using both sides of the paper to-conserve
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Campus Bulletin
BAHA'I CLUB will meet Thursday,
October 7, at 7:30 p.m. in meeting room 1 on the eighth level
of the student center. The topic
for the meeting will be "True
Education."
SURVIVAL will hold a meeting on
Tuesday, October 5, at 7:30 p.m.
In room 30 of Bracket Hall. A
representative from the KeoweeToxaway project will speak on
water pollution and show a film
on thermal pollution at the meeting.
SIGMA TAU EFSILON will offer
free tutoring sessions in Freshman chemistry, math, English,
languages and other arts and science courses including zoology
and botany. The sessions are held
on Monday and students wishing
to take advantage of the tutoring should report to room 415 of
Daniel Hall at 7:30 p.m.
KENNETH POWELL, the South Carolina Republican Party Chairman,
will speak on Wednesday, October 6, at 7:30 p.m. in the Daniel
Hall auditorium.
The event is
being sponsored by the Young
Republicans and State Representative Sherry Shealy will also
speak.
UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP will feature Kenneth T. Wallenius, a
speech and hearing therapist, at
its meeting on Sunday, October
3, at 10:30 a.m. in the YMCA.
The topic for her talk will be
new techniques for language development in day care centers.
"DENMARK, THE COUNTRY AND
ITS BUILDINGS" will be the

topic of a slide show and talk by
Professor Anders J. Kaufmann to
be given on Monday, October 4,
at 8:30 p.m. in Lee Hall auditorium.
A FORMAL DANCE for the ROTC
department will be held on Friday, November 5, from 9 p.m. ..to
1 a.m. at the Holiday Inn. Music
will be provided by Utopia. The
dance is sponsored by the Co-ed
Affiliates Pershing Rifles (CAPERS).
WESTMINSTER FELLOWSHIP will
meet Sunday, October 3, at 7
p.m. in the Fort Hill Presbyterian
Church. A film entitled "The
Day God Died" will be shown,
and refreshments will be served
after the meeting.
THE LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
is offering two booklets for use
in getting acquainted with the
Clemson area. They are "Pickens
County and Clemson City Government," a survey of city and
county services, finance, officers
and facilities which is available
for $1; and "Directory of Public
Officials" which can be purchased
for 50 cents by calling Judy Bledsoe at 654-3667. Women 18 years
or older who wish to Join the
league may do so by contacting
Ann Graben at 654-3372.
UNIVERSITY FORUM, an arm of
Student Government, will hold
the first in a series of discussions
on world affairs on Wednesday,
October 6, at 8 p.m. in the Tillman Hall auditorium.
Father
Michael Kaney and Colonel Hewitt Adams will speak on the role

of the military in the modern
American society.

SENIOR AND GRADUATE STUDENTS may now pick up Iheir
copies of the 1972 College Placement Annual in the Placement
Office on the seventh level of
the Student Center.

PERIAKTOI, the sociology club of
the University, will sponsor a
trip to the Federal Penitentiary
in Atlanta on Wednesday, October
13, for all sociology majors and
minors. Names of persons wishing to attend should be submitted to Professor Roland Pippin in
room 112 of Hardin Hall before
October 6.

DOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS for
American Indian students, Black
students and Mexican-American
and Puerto Rican students have
been announced by the Ford
Foundation.
For further information, write:
The Ford Foundation, 320 E. 43rd
St., New York, N. Y. 10017. Applications must be completed by
January 10, 1972.

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION
techniques will be presented in
a lecture sponsored by the Students'
International Meditation
Society on Monday, October 4, at
3 p.m. in the YMCA and at 8 p.m.
in room 1 of Bracket Hall.
APPLICATIONS FOR HOMECOMING QUEEN PAGEANT and the
Homecoming displays may both
be picked up in the Student
Government office on the eighth
level of the Student Center from
1 to 4 p.m., or by contacting
Perry Mize from 8 to 12 p.m. at
656-7754. Only recognized student
organizations may apply, and the
deadline for applying is October
3.
COLLEGE OF VETERINARY MEDICINE of the University of Georgia announced that applicants for
admission in September of 1972
will be required to take the
Graduate
Record
Examination,
including the biology option, instead of the Veterinary Aptitude
Test. The Record Exam will be
offered on October 23 and December 11.
BASKETBALL SEASON TICKETS
are now available for University
faculty and staff members from
the Fike Field House ticket office, which is open Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Season tickets are
$16.25 each, and the priority
deadline is November 1.

ZOOLOGY CLUB will hold a meeting on Monday, October 4, at 9
p.m. in room 330 of Long Hall.
All members, interested students
and faculty are invited to attend.
BEER BUST at Wildcat Creek will
be sponsored by the Zoology Club
today at 4:30 p.m. Interested students should meet behind Long
Hall (with your dates). Food and
refreshments will be provided.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION RETREAT for students from the
University and Winthrop College
will be held during the weekend
of October 8 through 10.
The
theme of the retreat will be
"Recognizing the Sacred," and
the cost will be $6. All interested
students should call Sid Hall for
information at 654-4101 or 6545540.
NATIONAL TEACHER EXAMINATION will be given on November
13 and bulletins describing registration procedures and registration forms as well as sample
test questions may be obtained
from Dr. Myrton A. Packer in
room 122-B of Godfrey Hall or
directly from the National Teacher
Examinations.
Educational

Clemson Shoe Service

Testing Service, Box 911, Princeton, New Jersey 08540.
AUTOCROSS will be sponsored by
the Sports Car Club Sunday in
the parking lot behind the stadium. Registration will be at 1:30
p.m. and the first car will begin
the course at 2 p.m. Two sedan
and four sports car classes are
provided to insure even competition. Trophies will be awarded
to the winners.
INSTRUMENTALISTS are needed to
perform in connection with the
University Chorus' production of
portions of Handel's "Messiah"
which will be presented at the
Clemson Baptist Church on December 3 at 8 p.m. For further
information contact Joe F. Jackson, director of the chorus, at
656-3430.
AN EXPERIMENTAL SELF-TEACHING PROGRAM IN CHEMISTRY
will be the topic of a seminar
to be held Tuesday, October 5,
at 4 p.m. in room 131 of Bracket
Hall. Dr. Joe F. Allen, associate
professor of chemistry, will discuss his "audio-tutorial chemistry
course" and the special carrel
laboratory used in the course and
possible application of techniques
to other subjects.
"WINTER LIGHT," a film by Ingmar
Bergman, will be the second in a
trilogy of religious films sponsored by the Baptist Student Union. The movie will be shown on
Wednesday, October 6, at 7:30
p.m. in the Baptist Student Center. Refreshments and a discussion will follow the presentation.
PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB will meet on
Wednesday, October 6, at 7 p.m.
in room 107 of Hardin Hall. Tom
Comptori of Fant's Camera Shop
will exhibit the annual print
competition entrees of the Pendleton Photography Club.

COMING OCTOBER 10!
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Last chance, Bike Jockeys, to get yourselves
and your machines into the Great Race. Registration and information about the race is to
be found on the Loggia, today only until 5:00.

the famous JARMAN SHOES
that put you right in style and

two j>eet d&p MI cohort a
No wonder Jarman shoes put you "two feet
deep in comfort!" Each original model is
wear-tested — worn under everyday
conditions and then brought up to larman's
high standards before being approved for
production.
You will appreciate Jarman style leadership, too
— the day's newest fashions as well as the
traditional numbers still in demand. We proudly
introduce this outstanding brand to our customers
Come in and let us fit you from our wide and
handsome selection.

Classifieds
IHAND KNITTED or crocheted sweaters, ponchos, vests, scarves, handbags, etc. CaU Barbara at 654-1318.
I Prices on request.
WANTED: Musicians for an Army
I ROTC sponsored marching and dance
band. For more information contact
SSG Smith, Tel. 656-3107. Open to
Iall musicians without regard to other affiliations.
I WANTED: One Natural Yogurt Starter Culture (will accept family). Must
be in good shape. Not more than
I three years old.
Clean. No color
preference. Reward offered. T.
Aberew. Call 654-1476 or 654-1465.
IP.S. Shoes recovered, wrapped in
•brown socks. Thanks.
I ANYONE interested in environmental
•research under NSF Student OrigIinated Studies this summer please
attend meeting: Monday, October 4,
room 101 Martin, at 7:30. For more
.information, caU Bill Thorneloe, 65616492.
-PART TIME: To show a safety film
■ nightly, $45.00 to $80.00 per week.
If you are ambitious and have a car
.between 6:00 and 8:00 P.M. 654-1718.
LOST-REWARD: One pair of men's
I black glasses. Lost at Coliseum at
James Gang concert in the lower
deck of stands immediately in front
I of stage or near main gate. Reward
for return. Troy Winn, C-611, 6549984.

Clemson Shoe Service
Downtown Clemson

I LINDA: Thanks for a super weekend.
How about another one Just like it?
■D. H.
FOR SALE: '64 Chevy Impala, 283

I

V-8, automatic, new tires and battery, $610. Call 654-3474 or you canl
see it at Stribling Trailer Park in'
Clemson.
JAGUAR 4.8 XKE, 1967, excellent'
condition, 4 new Firestone 500's,.
wire wheels, 50,000 miles. Phone I
654-3184.
"
PART-TIME WORK: Gas station at-1
tendant and/or mechanic, 5-8 or 8-11
weekdays and Saturday mornings. ■
Sunday negotiable. Salary commen-1
surate with skill. Owens' Esso on
123. CaU Jim Willis (654-3266) or I
C. Hanson (654-9860, room 211).
PLAYTIME NURSERY at #259 Pendleton Road will be open from 12:30
to 4:30 for the convenience of the
parents who wish to attend home
football games. Call 654-1734. If no
answer 654-2927.

I
I
I
I

LOST: One men's senior ring. Gold, I
1970, lost in 203 Daniel. Initials G.S.E.
on inside. Reward. Call 7699.
FOR SALE: 1965 Austin Healy sprite,,
just rebuilt and in good running I
condition. See Bill McDaniel in E- *
212.
PLUMBING REPAIR SERVICE: For*
speedy service, quality workman- .
ship at reasonable prices. Call Tom I
Porter at 656-7246 or Dan Porter at
654-1068.
VOLKSWAGEN REPAIR SERVICE: *
Tuneups and general repairs.
Fair,
prices. Service is my business. Tele- I
phone 646-7657. Day or evenings.
FOUND:
clothing have
Hall over the
and are being
in 801 Strode

articles of'
been left in Daniel.
past several months I
held for their owners
Tower.
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Etc.
Acorn's sculpture
John T. Acorn, associate professor of architecture, has been
selected as one of fifteen artists to be represented in the 1971 Southern
Association of Sculptures traveling exhibition. The work to be
displayed is entitled "Krieger One", and ispart of Acorn's series of
German warrior heads done in bronze casting.
"I have tried to present the conflict between the hjman and the
mechanical aspects of armored knights in the middle ages," said
Acorn/
Acorn has been sculpting for twelve years, the last ten of which he
has spent at Clemson. He received his B.A. degree at Montclair State
College in 1959 and a M.F.A. degree from Cranbrook Academy of Arts
in 1961. In addition to bronze casting, Acorn does work in aluminum
casting and wood carving.
An exhibition featuring Acorn's works and those of other Clemson
artists will be presented in the Rudolph Lee Hall Gallery during the
second semester.

PEOPLE WHO KNOW QUALITY
KNOW ABOUT

M. Brockman Jewelers
Oconee Square
Seneca, S. C.
ENGRAVING ON PREMISES
GREEK ALPHABET AVAILABLE
Phone 882-6812

I need help
ENVELOPE STUFFERS
Part-time. $25
guaranteed for
every 100 envelopes you
stuff. All
postage prepaid.
Send stamped,
self-addressed
envelope plus $1
to Allen King
Corp., Box 6525
Pittsburg, Pa.
15212

CLEMSON YMCA

scholarship sorority contest

FRI-SAT., OCT. 1-2

The Panhellic Council announces that its scholarship award to the
sorority having the highest average cummulative grade point ratio
(gpr) for the previous semester will go to Kappa Kappa Gamma this
fall. Competition results showed Kappa Kappa Gamma having an
average overall gpr of 2.79 for the spring semester of 1970-71, Delta
Delta Delta having a 2.70 average overall gpr, and Chi Omega having
an average of 2.64 gpr.

SPECIAL - 50*
ADMISSION

Downhill Racer
ROBERT REDFORD
GENE HACKMAN

the great race

GP-Rating

MON.-TUES.-WED.,
OCT. 4-5-6

Registration for The Great Race closes at 5 p.m. Friday. The
October 10, bicycle competition, sponsored by Kappa Sigma fraternity, is open to all Clemson students for a one dollar entry fee.
The course will be approximately two miles long, beginning on
Calhoun Street in front of the Quad, angling to Williamston Road, and
returning to the original point on Calhoun Street by way of Fike Field
House. The race will consist of three laps around the course.
Depending upon the number of contestants, competition may be
divided into 10-speed, 5-speed and 3-speed bike race categories. A
gymkhana, or obstacle course, may also be added to the competition.
****

50* ADMISSION

Two Mules For
Sister Sara
CLINT EASTWOOD
SHIRLEY MacLAINE

united fund
"The United Fund hopes to start this year off with a bang," said
Bill Broters, one of the leaders heading the drive.
A kick-off meeting will be held Monday October 4, 1971, in the
Liberty High School dining hall. Members of the executive committee
have been meeting throughout the year, in preparation for the drive.
There will be various representatives heading the drive in each
section of the county. Mr. Millard B. Farrar will be chairman of individual gifts in Clemson; Dr. George Aull will be the publicity
chairman.
Other sections of the county which will be included are: Central,
Easley, Liberty, Norris, Pickens, and Six Mile. Each of these
segments will choose a member for the executive committee.
Many additions have been made to the United Fund. The campaign has been divided into three major sections: Industrial,
Professional, and "Other." More members are attending the meeting
every week. A relevant statement, "If you don't do it, it won't get
done," has been chosen as the campaign motto.
****

Little Theater

Drink

positive

The Clemson Little Theater will present
"You Know I Can't Hear You When The
Water's Running a series of short, sexoriented sketches, on October 7, 8 and 9 in
the Food Industries Auditorium at 8 p.m.
The first sketch, "The Shock of
Recognition," is about the typical reaction a
"mature" audience would experience when
viewing a common, everyday exposure of the
male body. Clemson's Mike Ausherman and
Cathy Caskey, from Daniel High School, are
the two main characters.
"In the Footsteps of Doves" is the second
sketch. Dr. John Butler and Elizabeth
Warriner portray a man and wife. The
couple, who have been married for 25
years, have decided to switch to twin
beds. While looking for the beds, they
become involved in an argument about the
importance of the bed in a good marriage.
The third sketch is "I'm Herbert," whore
Butler and Warriner portray a senile old
couple who cannot remember their past
relations.
The play is directed by Mrs. Ann Bond.
Other cast members include Charlotte Holt,
Max Youngblood and Joe Merk. Admission
to the play is $1.50 at the door.

pottery exhibit
Clay's the thing at the University's
Rudolph Lee Gallery, where an exhibit of
ceramic pottery by professor Thomas G.
Turner is now on display.
"Tom Turner is one of the most versatile
young craftsmen and potentially one of the
best potters in the Southeast," says Lee
Gallery curator R. Michael Holden.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC. . ST. LOUIS

The first malt liquor good enough
to be called BUDWEISER^

EDITORIALS

The hungry children
The U.S. Department of Agriculture's
cutback of funds for its free and reduced price
lunch program provides yet another example
of the Nixon administration's shallow and
meaningless rhetoric and its lack of concern
for the poor people of the nation.
The reduction, excused by the USDA as a
necessary means of tightening its budget, will
keep 3.4 million school children across the
country from receiving the free or reduced
price lunches, and will cost the South Carolina
school lunch program alone almost $10
million.
The move has limited support, however,
as Congress prepares legislation to assure that
USDA Secretary Clifford Hardin spends
whatever funds are needed to avert cutbacks
in the current program. The measure,
proposed by Sen. Herman Talmadge, D-Ga.,
is now under consideration by the Senate
Agriculture Committee. Backers of the
resolution are not sure they have enough votes
to get the measure out of committee, but there
is widespread support if and when the bill
reaches the Senate floor.
Sen. Ernest F. Hollings, D-S.C, called the
cutback a "cruel trick" upon the children of
South Carolina. He said, "This country can no
longer afford the leadership which mouths
political platitudes about feeding hungry, then
cuts back the money in the name of fiscal
responsibility." Regardless of any political
motivations the Senator may have for his
blast at Nixon, the point remains that he has a
valid argument.
In May, 1969, Nixon declared with his
usual pompous assurances that "the moment
is at hand to put an end to hunger in America
itself for all time." In December of that year
he promised that by Thanksgiving of 1970
every needy school child would be receiving a
free or low cost school lunch. Time, however,
has shown his administration's lack of consistency and callousness for the plight of the
poor.
It is easy for Nixon to turn his back on the

poor, for they represent relatively little
political power to him. He realizes that he
doesn't need their backing as much as he
needs the financial support of the middle and
upper classes. Yet this discrimination constitutes a form of racism, for it is an attempt
to subjugate the poor for the benefit of the
more wealthy.
The ramifications of the lunch cutback
are monumental. The economically
disfavored cannot hope to raise themselves
from poverty when their children do not have
adequate food. One can do very little on a
perpetually empty stomach.
The school children of South Carolina will
be especially affected since the bulk of the
monies for the program have in the past come
from the USDA. Hollings said that the hopes of
feeding nearly 300,000 students this year
appear virtually lost.
It is a shame that Nixon does not see fit to
use the relatively small amount of money that
the lunch program would need to be successful. He apparently considers such
programs as military research to be more
important, for they admittedly have more
support from the voters than does aid for the
poor. It is time, however, for the Nixon administration to assume a more humane
posture in respect to the school lunch
program.

'FOR THE SUPREME COURT WE'LL NEED A LIBERALLY CONSEI
ANTI-BUSING, SOUTHERN WOMAN WHO LOOKS GO
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those of the individual writer, excepting the
lead editorial which expresses the majority
opinion of The Tiger editorial board. The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect
the views of the administration, the faculty, or
the student body as a whole. Contributions
from the community are encouraged.
Each
letter must Include the authors name, major,
class and phone number. Personal confrontations with the editors may be arranged if desired.

by Bob Thompson

COURTEOUS READER,
I have heard that nothing gives a
rhetorician, when the Times have burdened Him with misery, so great pleasure
as to find his Works respectfully quoted by
other learned authors. This Pleasure I
have seldom enjoyed; for tho' I have
been, if I may say it without Vanity, an
eminent author and Proponent of Law and
Ordure near a full quarter of a century,
adulation yet awaits Me. Indeed, did not
my actions and ostentations reap me some
solid Pudding, that is, blood Pudding, the
great Deficiency of Praise would quite
have discouraged me.

Wanted: a gynecologist for Redfern
by Ginny Manning
University women students are not
getting their money's worth from the
student health service.
True, broken legs are set and cold sufferers are pilled up, but the unique
biological needs of women are largely not
dealt with by the existing facilities of
Redfern Health Center. Simply, there is no
gynecologist to serve the growing needs of
a rapidly increasing segment of the our
student body — the women.
Surface attention is directed to women's
health services at Clemson. Officially,
pregnancies are diagnosed and most
prescriptions, including those for birth
control pills, can be filled. Almost furtively, women requesting abortions are
referred to clergymen, who in turn, refer
the women to abortion facilities.

money to pay the doctor with. The transportation is often hard to come by as
many women do not have cars at their
disposal. If a specific doctor is not
recommended, there are a bewildering
array of gynecologists from which to
choose. Finally, the finances can range
from a phenomenal low of $6.75 at a mass
production clinic to upwards of twenty
dollars or more for the initial visit to a
private doctor.

specialized to be a part of a student health
service.

There should be no need for a woman
student, needing or desiring the services of
a gynecologist, to trek to Anderson for a
confrontation with a doctor she may not
know, or personnel not sympathetic to
student needs, or to spend an often large
sum of money. All women students are
paying the required amount ($35.00) to
retain the theoretically complete services
of Redfern Health Center each semester.

Probably, all the women students would
only be too glad to have the medical fee be
increased, perhaps five dollars, if they
knew that they would be paying for the
availability of a gynecologist.
And now
that over one-third of the student body
consists of women's bodies, a moderate
increase of five dollars could cover the
added services of a private gynecologist,
on an out-patient basis; in other words, the
doctor would also be able to take in
patients from the town.

However, the special physiological
make-up of women demands more than
determining pregnancy. Any woman
desiring birth control pills or other contraceptives, any woman developing any
gynecologically-oriented disorder other
than pregnancy (and pregnancy is not
usually thought of as a disorder) will be
told to "go to Anderson".

For women, a complete health service
would necessarily include the availability
of a gynecologist, or, at least, services of a
private doctor that would be covered by
the health fee (to a point, just as students
are expected to pay for certain costs of
medicine, etc., after a certain period of
time).

"Going to Anderson" means trying to
find transportation, a doctor to go to, and

Some would argue that the services of a
gynecologist are incidental or too

I concluded at length, the Sheep were the
best Judges of my Merit; for they did buy
and indeed thrive in my wholesale
Eliminations. I have frequently heard one
of my Adages repeated, with as Poor
Richard M. says, at the End on't; and I
own that, to encourage the Practice of
remembering and repeating those wise
Sentences, and to give them Substance, I
have oft quoted Myself, with grave consequences.

While it is true that the female body is
highly specialized, this specialization is
certainly not incidental to any woman but
is, rather, an intergal part of a woman's
daily life. If something goes wrong, certainly a Clemson woman deserves and
requires the finest and most developed
service available.

It appears to be unrealistic of the administration to so obviously ignore onethird of the student bodies. Incorporation
of the services of a gynecologist is a logical
and workable possibility. The fine staff at
Redfern, as well as the well-being of the
women students, would be greatly improved by the addition.

^^

Judge how much, then, I must have been
gratified by an Incident I am going to
relate to you now. Riding one day of late
upon my Number One horse, I chanced to
delay at an inn inside which a convention
of common Laborers were conversing on
the Badness of the Times. One in particular, of a very Mean appearance, addressed the assemblage in this manner:

X

BS and extended visitation
by Mike Forth
BS, as I see it, is an overworked term that is most
often, but not exclusively, used in a connotative rather
than a literal sense.

m.

The two principal connotative meanings, as well as
the one basic denotative meaning of BS are all evident in
the progress and prospects of the emerging extension of
the visitation program at Clemson.

m

One principal connotation of BS, the apparently
aimless elaboration of brainstormed ideas, is not used in a
derogatory sense at all. BS of this type was used, for
example, Dy Socrates in his search for truth, and is still
used by many people, for example, in discussion of such
subjects as politics and religion. It not only serves as the
basis for a liberal education, but may also lend itself to
practical, constructive reform of existing social institutions.

m&m
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Such was the type of BS that initially served as the
basis for discussion of revision of the existing, restrictive
dorm visitation policy. For several years, there was a
tremendous amount of BS coming from students and the
Student Senate apparently aimlessly considering the
concepts of open dorms, coed dorms and extended
visitation here. The BS about extended visitation,
however, came to a head at a dorm rally April 15, and
constructive action was finally organized that effected a
potential extension of the visitation policy at Clemson.
In sharp contrast to this constructive type of BS,
another principal connotation of BS refers to the inane
rhetoric often employed as a means of blocking or obstructing constructive reform. This senseless babbling,most often employed by persons who are in the position of
governing others, serves to restrict progressive action by
resorting to such devices as superstitions and elaborate
systems of "proper administrative channeling."
This type of rhetorical BS had long been used by the
administration here to block and discourage proposed
legislation on extended visitation programs. Administrative rhetoric in classic lines such as "but parents

"Friends, says he, and Neighbours, the
Taxes are indeed very heavy, and if those
laid upon us by just Government were the
only Ones we had to pay off, we might
more easily discharge them; but we have
many others, and much more grievous to
some of us. We are taxed twice as much by
Their Idleness, three times as much by
Their Pride, and four times as much by
Their foreign Follies, and from these
Taxes the Commissioners will not ease or
deliver us by allowing an Abatement of
insensibility.
Whereupon a giant of man named John
arose, greatly troubled in mind by the
ingrates and wishing to follow in the ways
of His late brother from the Big State. A
plain, clean old man with magnificent
gray locks, a demeanour bespeaking Mirth
and Integrity, and a Voice that seemed to
thunder forever, he gallantly placated the
masses thusly: "Let us hearken to good
advice, and something may bedone for us;
for, as Poor Richard says, God helps those
that help themselves. We have helped
ourselves, and ye surely see the benefits."
Reader, if thou wilt think the same, thy
Profit will be as great as mine, in accordance as you and your God help
themselves to the fruits of their labours.
Thine to serve thee ever,
Poor Richard M.

&*&m8BEB£

will stop sending their children here "and" visitation
cannot be extended because it is a predetermined policy
by the Board of Trustees" were obvious examples of
administrative BS.
Hopefully, with acknowledgement of promising new
developments such as the administrative approval of
Senate legislation to form Resident Dormitory Councils,
the administration has done away with its old policy of
obstructing reform with rhetorical BS. This still remains
to be demonstrated, however, for approval of the formation of dorm councils does not constitute reform, but
rather simply just another institution for reform.
The third meaning is its denotative meaning, utter
nothingness produced as a result of stagnant non-action.
In this sense, BS is usually applied to frustrated efforts to
achieve a goal that has been lost because of insufficient
momentum. It can thus be used to refer to long and
exhausting efforts toward a specific goal that simply to
down the proverbial drain on account of apathy.
The efforts to achieve an extended visitation policy
are presently in potential danger of becoming literal BS.
Unless at least two representatives from each dorm hall
are elected to the dorm councils, and two-thirds minimum
of the residents on each dorm hall gc to the polls and vote
in favor of extended visitation, there will be no extended
visitation program.
Therefore, if apathy is now shown toward the
establishment of dorm councils, as has been shown in all
past voting here, all of the discussion and the efforts of
many concerned students will amount to nothing more
than you know what.
Maybe the extended visitation program is a important
enough to incite the participation of a large number of
students. . .maybe. At any rate, it would certainly be a
shame if the combined efforts of so many concerned
students as have participated in forming the impending
extended visitation program were now to become,
because of apathy, almost literally a pile of BS.
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Communicating with Delony- an interview
by V. Manning Susan G. Delony is easily the best-known
woman on the Clemson campus. All the
women students have always been at least
acquainted with the name of the University's Assistant Dean of Students (Women),
since it is through her office that the
women's regulations are administered.
However, the current campus issues-ofthe-moment, the push for no-curfew and the
debate over open dorms have brought
Delony to the attention of virtually every
student.
Over the years, many myths and legends
have developed about Delony, the most
popular one being that she is an uncompromising "old lady" (as one student
put it) who enjoys making trouble for funseeking women students.
Another favorite story (this one touted by
the administration) suggests that Delony
acts in the manner of a compassionate
mother when she disciplines "her girls."
In actuality, neither of these extremes
accurately represents Delony. The image of
a sometimes stern, grandmotherly woman
trying to cope with a rapidly changing world
may better fit her.
Interviewing such an enigma presents
several problems. Like other administrators on this campus, Delony is wellversed in the art of avoiding the issue.
Before consenting to this taped interview,
she insisted upon previewing and approving
the questions. Her reason for such
precautions, was, she said, "because I had
the last issue of The Tiger dedicated to me."
After establishing the agreed-upon topics,
the actual interview proceeded rather
smoothly. Settling in her unadorned (save
for the B.S. degree from Auburn and M.S.
from Cornell on the wall) office, I proceeded
to ask the questions I wanted to ask and she
answered those she wanted to answer...
"After all," said Dean Delony, "I'm here to
communicate."
The bulk of the interview between V.
Manning and Dean Delony appears here.
Except for some "urns" and "uhs", Miss
Delony's answers have been transcribed
verbatim from the tape of the interview that
took place on September 24.
Basically, the questions attempted to deal
with the opinions and evaluations of Dean
Delony on a variety of issues. Open dorms
and no-curfew were hardly mentioned
because: a) Dean Delony has been widely
quoted in past issues of The Tiger on these
problems and b) Dean Delony did not wish
to discuss these problems.
Manning: Mass media and various officials are concerned with the problems of
drugs among young people. What about
drugs on campus? Are you aware of a
serious drug problem here?
Delony: Well, I think drugs are a serious
problem in the entire country...and we
certainly have some drugs on campus.
Maybe I'm not exactly aware of how serious
it is. If the women students are involved, I'd
say there is mostly experimentation with
marijuana. Some, I know, have tried it in
high school. Only two women have been
arrested, one last semester and one the
summer before that. They are the only two
I'm aware of. We don't really get involved...it's the civil authorities that are
more involved.
Manning: Are drugs a problem with many
girls?
Delony: Not usually, but drugs are often
discussed in terms with other problems
girls tell me they have run into
marijuana at social events or they think
someone is involved with drugs. They rarely
discuss a specific drug problem. Most
people are reluctant to get anyone else in
trouble, so they generalize to get information, rather than to point out a specific
problem. One or two have admitted to me
that they have experimented with
marijuana, but that's as far as it goes.
Manning: Do the house mothers ever deal
with women students involved with drugs?
Delony: Unfortunately, this is not a
situation where a person is warned. A
search and arrest is made, but there is
usually no warning.
Manning: Well, what kind of problems do
the women students approach you with?
Delony: Of course, we get a great deal of

women students coming in here with routine
problems. They're having trouble with a
certain professor, or grades, or they want to
drop below the twelve hour limit and they
have to come in here to get permission. We
often send for girls and try to clear up a
problem before it gets big. They can be
financial problems, permission problems,
housing problems... many problems are
brought to the R.A.s and the housemothers
before they are brought to me, and these
people refer the girls to other people, on
campus, who can help them.
Manning: What about when a woman is
pregnant?
Delony: Rarely does a girl come to me if
she has gotten pregnant. Maybe this is
because of discipline. However, the health
service and other counseling services
handle most of these problems. If they don't
come here because of fear of discipline,
well, that isn't the case at all. I don't believe
that a girl would be disciplined at this stage.
Manning: What about charges that have
been made about you having "spies" on the
floors?
Delony: No. R.A.'s and house mothers are
there basically to communicate. I don't
want just girls who agree with me on
everything. I want the girls to differ with me
and if I don't see the student side, I like them
to inform me. We want understanding and
communication. As you know, in each
women's dorm, we have a housemother. As
I have hired more recent ones, I have tried
to get younger ones who can talk with and
understand young people. Here, again, we
are making attempts to communicate with
the young people. It helps those of us who
are older tb keep in touch. You listen, you
read, you look at the student newspapers,
information from national journals and do
research to keep up with students. As you
know, the issues, the activities, and the
changes start at the big Eastern schools and
work their way here (the South). I think that
we are slowly starting to change more
rapidly. Simply listening, you learn more.
Manning: Well, what about the R.A.'s
supposedly
turning
in
lists
of
troublemakers, pill users etc.? Many people
believe that the R.A.s do do that.
Delony: That's never been true. R.A.s
never come to me with lists of names. They
are there to communicate with the student.
When they come across a problem, they
usually don't like to give me names.
Regardless of what students think, we are
here to help them and we like to do what is
best for that particular student. We like to
make sure that everything possible is being
done for that girl. That is our main concern.
I've never had lists. On the other hand, I
don't want the R.A.s to forgive a girl

because she lives on the floor with them. I
want the R.A.s to prevent things from
happening.
Manning: Do you maintain files on each
girl?
Delony: I have a file on each girl, yes. We
try to keep up with students' activities and
participation. We sometimes use these files
for counseling services; there is no
discipline information... I do have a
separate discipline file; for cross reference,
of course.
Manning: Oh... has the kind of Clemson
student changed in the last few years? Have
your files indicated how the Clemson women
student changed?
Delony: I think the biggest changes have
been in the way the woman student has been
accepted at Clemson. Granted, women
students all over the country have changed;
attitudes change year in and year out. When
I first came to Clemson in 1963, there were
150 women on campus. The women were just
not readily accepted by all the students.
There weren't enough of them, in comparison to the 4,800 other students, the
males. Several years ago, a girl couldn't
walk across the campus in, say, hot pants; I
know they weren't in style then; you know
what I mean. Whereas, today no one would
notice. The catcalls, the comments, and the
whistles that would have left a girl in tears
are disappearing. I think now that the
women students have been accepted and
that the male students are enthusiastic
about them.
Manning: Are sororities an important
force on this campus?
Delony: Naturally, the sororities are
important to those people who are in them.
They are new on this campus, that is from a
national standpoint. About 10%of the women
are involved with them. I'm highly in favor
of sororities because they play such an
important part in the lives of those who are
in them. They furnish additional social life,
especially with the fraternities — a very
definite need on this campus. Sororities are
tending away from the frivolous activities
and going more toward other things...they
provide leadership training for both the
members and the officers...and you can't
forget scholarship...the grades of sorority
members often compare favorably with the
grades of other women...! do wish that we
had sorority dorms, such as the fraternities
do, since part of being in a sorority consists
of being part of a small group.. .but there are
many other fine organizations on campus.
Everybody should belong, and I'm a strong
believer in this, to something, or participate
in something.
Manning: What about suggestions...As
you've probably heard many students feel
that you are not open to suggestions. How do
you view this charge?

Delony: A lot of students don't even come
here to make suggestions. Frequently, I see
something in The Tiger before anyone has
come to me. The permission sheet issue is a
good example. I didn't even know anything
about its being an issue until right before
The Tiger came out. First objection I ever
heard. A very simple thing to change. It's
simple to trace it to its orgin. Originally,
each separate permission required a
separate letter from the parents. Now it is
more liberal, on one sheet, and those "objectionable" parts are merely simple explanations to parents used to the old sheets
and they have simply stayed on the new
sheet. People who say you are not open to
suggestions often don't come in and make
them. People come to me as the authority
for women's regulations and I don't have the
entire authority for change. I could change
the permission sheet and would be glad to;
those "objectionable" parts could be
omitted. It would be a simple thing to just
take them off...A lot of students aren't interested enough to try to change what they
don't agree with. And sometimes, you can't
change everything you want the way you
want. You know, everyone has their one
"bag," the thing they're most interested in,
and if you come to me to change something
and don't get everything you want, then,
you're not open to suggestions.
Manning: Finally, Dear Delony, how do
you view women's lib? Do you feel it is a
needed movement?
Delony: What is women's lib? Some of the
organizations are a little too militant or a
little too radical for me. I think, though,
women's lib may be a necessary movement
in some areas. I feel that I've been involved
in women's lib since I first came here. When
I came to Clemson, women students couldn't
be on TAPS, The Tiger, or CD A. My first
real efforts with women's lib were to get
women students on TAPS. Women should
have available to them all the activities that
are open to men. As far as the whole
"movement" is concerned. I think women
should have equal pay tor equal work.
Nationally, with two vacancies on the
Supreme Court, a qualified woman, and
there are many, should be considered. I
can't say I'm opposed to many of the things
women's lib stands for. Some groups,
though, like WITCH or the Red Stockings,
are in revolt against things like the Miss
America Pageant, and I don't see any point
in this. There are some things that a group
on campus could work for... to see that all
organizations are open to women, seeing
that a qualified woman run for president of
the student body...
Manning: Do you have any closing
statements?
Delony: Yes. I wish there was some way
to improve communication.
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Now Showing Thru Sat., Oct. 2
BRUCE DAVISON
SONDRA LOCKE

Campus Crusade:
Where your nightmares
end...

£ettin£ off on Jesus

Special Late Show 10:30
Fri. & Sat. e Oct. 1-2
ROBERT FULLER
SHERRY BAIN
in

by Tommy Camak

"THE HARD RIDE"
GP-Raling e In Color

Who is this Jesus Christ who is sweeping the nation and the world
by the power of the Holy Spirit working through "turned on"
Christians? Who is this who inspires the Christian World Liberation
Front (CWLF) to write, "he will make drugs obsolete"? Who is this
who has changed the lives of ex-revolutionaries, Black Panthers,
hippies, drug addicts, Hell's Angels and members of far eastern
religious sects?
"Several months ago, I sat on a corner on Telegraph in Berkeley
in my own vomit. I was on a bad acid trip. Then I accepted Christ into
my life, and was helped and encouraged by CWLF. Now, I stand on the
same corner and tell my acid head friends how they can be set free,
too."
There are many such stories. David Hoyt, who heads the
Christian-oriented "House of Jesus" in Atlanta, led an unsettled
childhood. After spending two years in a reformatory and four in
prison, he went to Haight-Ashbury in San Francisco, Calif., searching
for peace. Hoyt found that the "hip scene was filled with plastic love
and plastic peace. Their love was lust and their peace was a finger
sign." Evangelist Kent Philpott led Hoyt to Christ, and Hoyt now
shares the word of God with people in the street in Atlanta.
The Jesus Movement is not only making national news, but local
news as well. Here at Clemson, the Jesus Movement is emphasized by
the Campus Crusade for Christ (CCC), the Navigators,
denominational groups, as well as Christians who simply belong to one
"brotherhood of Christ."
Gerry Wells,CCC.head,stated the organization's purpose. "As we
look around us today, we see turmoil, strife and war between men and
in men. Ever since the beginning of time, man has been trying to solve
these problems, to find real peace with others and with himself. Man
has turned to philosophy, ethics, morality — he's tried drugs, sex, etc.
But he's come up short in each of these. The same, if not greater,
problems exist today."
Like others in the international, interdenomational CCC
movement, Wells feels he has "found the answer to be Jesus Christ
and a relationship with him — not religion, but a personal relationship
with a living savior."
Wells and other CCC members went to "share this revolutionary
discovery with others. Taking the command to Jesus seriously, 'Go ye
into all the world and preach the Gospel to very creature,' we actively
confront students with the claims of Christ."
"Some student respond positively in receiving Christ as their
Savior. Others are seemingly neutral. Still others say no to Christ. But
almost all agree that what we have is for real and for right now," said
Wells.
To stimulate student interest, CCC coordinates College Life, an
informal get-together explaining what Campus Crusade for Christ
involves, and weekly discovery groups for those who desire greater

Free Tiger

Sun.-Mon.-Tue. e Oct. 3-5
SEAN CONNERY
CLAUDIA CARDINALE

involvement. CCC also sponsors various speakers throughout this
year. Josh McDowell, a recent speaker at more than 400 Universities
in 35 countries, will be featured this semester.
With its national affiliation, Campus Crusade for Christ offers
opportunities for its members to attend activities across the country.
Members of Clemson's CCC group have participated in Biblical
Studies at Southern Methodist University and training workshops in
Dallas, Texas.

Ribeye Steak
Drink

$1.69
-15
$1.84
Students Discount
.25
Only

$1.59*

1303 N.
Murray Ave.
Anderson, S.C.

CLEMSON THEATRE

Nationally, CCC's big project will be EXPLO '72, an international
student conference on evangelism, which will be held in Dallas, Texas,
June 12-17,1972. Over 100,000 students are expected.
The Navigators, another Christian group at Clemson, also have
international affiliation. Their central idea is "multiplication".
Navigator head Bruce Prestidge said, "The Navigators believe that
every Christian has the responsibility of becoming a disciple and in
turn being used by God to make other disciple...which we believe is
done on a one-to-one basis."

CLINT'S GULF

To do this, Navigators members present scripture readings to a
potential Christian, and invite them to join in-depth Bible study
groups. Other Navigators activities include rallies and conference
emphasizing the duties of discipline-making.
About a year and a half ago, it was this writer's experience to
encounter some freaks on the street who wanted to know where the
young people hung out. I gave them directions to a certain beer hall in
Clemson. They thanked me and placed some literature and a sticker in
my hand. When I finally pulled the sticker out of my pocket, I realized
what I had done to some poor, unfortunate beer drinkers that night.
The sticker said "real peace is Jesus". Since then, many such stickers
have appeared as the Jesus Movement has developed. Crosses on
necklaces have replaced peace signs, and the "one way" sign commonly used by the CCC is replacing the double-fingered peace sign.
But the signs are nothing without the movement that gives them
meaning. And, though the Movement spreads out into different
organizations with different ways of expressing their point, the
Movement has one unifying factor, its organizers say, that keeps it
together — and in reality is the Movement — faith in Jesus Christ.

GUARANTEED
RETREADS

NEED X-TRA $$$

and

COMPLETE
RECAPPING SERVICE

classifieds!
Special Student Discount
MONDAY AND TUfSDAY ONLY

<3D£> TECHNICOLOR' - A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

DELTA
Quality New Tires

PART, FULL-TIME
Earn $200.00 plus
weekly in public relations. No selling; flexible hours. Must be
sharp!!!
Call 242-4572 for
appointment.

Factory Trained
Mechanic

NATIONAL CAR RENTAL

Wheel Alignment and
Hi-Speed Balancing
Engine Diagnosis and
Tune-ups by Sun Equipment
Road Service
Major & Minor Repairs
Air Conditioning Service
Brake Service
Authorised Inspection
Station
THE Place For Your
Automotive Needs!
Route 123
Next to HoUday Inn

All sizes and types
Including Raised Letter

LOWEST TIRE PRICES IN THE
CLEMSON AREA
"CHECK OUR PRICES FIRST"
BankAmericard

Master Charge

PENDLETON TIRE SERVICE
646-3694
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For that
One Man
who matters
most

Cinema
Harry Kellerman: a reputation saved
by Jerry Griggs

wmmm

His own initials —
PERSONALIZED
JEWELRY
by,

TtdCtL
&&

Most thoughtful, most lasting gift for any Big Day in
his life! His very own initials on elegant tie-tack or
tie-slide in your choice of
metals.
14K Gold Tie-tack
$18.50
in Sterling or Karatclad ...$12.50
14K Gold Tie-slide
$37.50
in Sterling or Karatclad ..$15.00
Karatclad-Reg. TM Sel-Rex Corp.
COME IN NOW! ALLOW TWO WEEKS
FOR CUSTOM-CRAFTING

PHIL

JEWELERS,
116 North Main St. Anderson, S.C.'
,
QUALITY —SERVICE

Ever since his role in "The Graduate," Dustin
Hoffman has attracted a great deal of audience
sympathy. For his latest film, "Who is Harry
Kellerman, and Why is He Saying Those Terrible
Things About Me," Hoffman needs every bit of
sympathy he can get.
The problems with "Kellerman" began early
and run deep. Hoffman plays an aging but very
popular songwriter named Georgie Soloway whose
private life if ruined by the sudden appearance of a
mysterious character named Harry Kellerman.
Kellerman has been calling all of Georgie's girl
friends and turning them against him by telling
them that he is "crazy, married, violent and has
several social diseases."
The result is a gradual disintegration of
Soloway's nerves accompanied by hallucinations
and paranoia. Most of these hallucinations involve a
psychiatrist named Solomon F. Moses (Jack
Warden) whose efforts to help Georgie are thwarted
by his continual appearances as villain or devil's
advocate in the songwriter's delusions.
The fact that Harry Kellerman turns out to be a
schizophrenic figment of Soloway himself is neither
surprising nor very satisfying. Had the intention
been to make this revelation from the beginning it
would not have been more obvious. But the
problems with the film do not stem solely from plot
considerations.
Twice during the movie Georgie Soloway falls
off of buildings only to land on his psychiatrist's
couch. This is a prime example of the type of
"cutting" done between scenes. Director Ulu

Open
Discussion

Grosbard has taken a weak script by Herb Gardener and embellished it with every possible
gimmick he could find. Unusual cuts are quite effective if soundly based within the movie, but they
cannot hold a film together by themselves.
Grosbard's direction is almost as chaotic as
Soloway's mind, showing an almost equal inability
to deal with differences between fantasy and
reality, and suffering greatly from inappropriate
choice of shots. The fantasy of falling into the
psychiatrist's couch is Georgie's but the camera is
focused on the psychiatrist as he seemingly follows
the progress of the fall.
Further, Grosbard's handling of the technical
aspects of some of the fantasy scenes, such as that
first plunge from the top of a skyscraper in the
opening sequence, is the worst I've seen since Ken

Russell's "the Music Lovers," a movie which was
vastly superior to this one in other ways. Fantasy
scenes, to be really effective, should in most cases
make the viewer not quite sure that it isn't real. In
"Who is Harry Kellerman" the viewer is not quite
sure that the realistic scenes aren't fantasy. For a
division to be attempted and not make simply
produces confusion.
The only bright spot I see in the movie is Hoffman himself. For some reason his performance is
good, but it is not nearly good enought to save the
entire movie, only his own reputation. Many people
will no doubt think that I have been too hard on the
film, andperhaps they are right, but I do not see
anything original being said, and technical virtuosity does not always equate with technical
achievement.

The Clemson University Forum,
an arm of Student Government, will
hold the first in a series of open
discussions on world affairs Wednesday night, October 6, at 8:00 in
Tillman Hall Auditorium. Father
Michael Kaney and Col. Hewitt
Adams will speak on the topic, The
Role of the Military in the Modern

The Central Steak House
GOOD FOOD MINUTES FROM CLEMSON
North on Highway 93 in Central
DELICIOUS LUNCHES DAILY
Take your choice of meat and vegetables served with hot rolls
and tea for $1.10 plus tax
DINNER SPECIALS EVERY NIGHT
Monday and Tuesday
10-oz. Sirloin Strip Steak $1.75
Wednesday
Hamburger Steak $1.10

American Society. The subject will

Every Thursday
,
Fried Shrimp $1.20
If you're not in the mood for a special we have many other fine
choices too.

then be discussed and opinions

FRESH PIES FOR DESSERT

shared by persons attending.

The Central Steak House Is The Place
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If you find that you're getting too
big for your britches, we're here to
help you out.

Entertainment
Cinema
Because theatres sometimes change
schedules at the last moment, The
Tiger suggests that you phone them
for confirmation of showings. These
listings are current for the week beginning October 1.

Clemson
ASTEO III, College Ave., 654-1670 . . .
Oct. 1-2: "Seven Minutes," starring Yvonne Carlo and Eddie
Williams, and directed by Russ
"Valley of the Dolls" Meyer.
Shows at 2:50, 4:55, 7, and 9:05.
Oct. 3-5: "Evil Knievel," with
George Hamilton.
Events from
the real-life career of the "king
of the motorcycle dare devils"
mingle with weakly contrived
fictional
episodes
In
Marvin
Chamsky's sometimes very exciting quasibiography, which includes films of the real Knievel,
an amusing portrayal by Hamilton, and a hilarious ducktail haircut. Rated for adults.
Oct. 6-12: "Andromeda Strain,"
with Arthur Hill and David
Wayne, playign at 2:10, 4:35, 7,
and 9:30. Adults.

lina at North Carolina State—More
thrills on the proverbial gridiron.
Channel 13.

Anderson
BELVEDERE CINEMA, Shopping
Center, 224-4040 . . .
Oct. 1-: "Summer of '42," starring Jennifer O'Neill at 5, 7, and
9 p.m.
OSTEEN, 613 N. Main St., 224-6900
Oct. 1-5: "Hired Hand," features
Peter Fonda and Warren Oates
at 3, 5, 7, and 9 p.m.
Out. 6-: "Carnal Knowledge," with
Ann-Margret, Candice Bergen and
Art Garfunkel. Director Mike
Nichols' latest film sprawls from
the 1940s to present. A tragedy
of lovelessness.
STATE, E. Whltner, 226-1566 . . .
Oct. 1-7: "The Omega Man," with
Charlton Heston.

f

ASTRO II, 291 By-Pass, 242-3294 . . .
Oct. 1-7: "Anderson Tapes," with
Sean Connery.
CAMELOT, McAlister So:., 235-0356 .
Oct. 1-7: "The Hired Hand," stars
Peter Fonda and Warren Oates.
CAROLINA, N. Main Street, 232-8411
Oct. 1-7: "Doc," with Stacy
Keach, Faye Dunaway.
TOWER THEATRE, Bell Tower,
232-2117
Oct. 1-7: "Hellstrom Chronicle."

Television
FRIDAY
9 a.m.—The Morning Show—"Here
Come the Nelsons"—For all you '50's
fans, here are your old favorites,
Ozzie and Harriet, and their cuite
sons, Ricky and Dave. Just wait until
you see the girdle scene! Right on.
Channel 13.
SATURDAY
8:30—Movie of the Weekend—"Operation Solo"—Secret agent has eight
days to recover stolen missile control unit. Typically terse spy-advenlure-romance. Channel 13.
1:S»—NCAA Football—North Caro-

Wool and Flare Dress Pants
Flare Jean - Khaki Pants
Fatigue Pants

JUDGE KELLER'S
Downtown Clemson

Harvey's can let you find the look that's
all you. Our trained and skilled personnel will help you put together a look
that matches your personality as we
as your desire.

HARVEY'S
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Oconee Square Shopping Center
Seneca, S. C.
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9 p.m.—ABC Sunday Night Movie—
"Von Ryan's Express"—American Air
Force Colonel leads a group of prisoners of war in taking control of a
freight train in which the Nazis are
taking them to Austria.
You can
skip this one if your eyes hurt from
the other two. Channel 13.
MONDAY
9:00 a.m.—Morning Show — "The
Truth About Spring"—Starring Haley
Mills (the ex-Polly anna i. this portrays a father trying to marry off
his eighteen-year old daughter via
the introduction method. Channel 13.
TUESDAY
9:00 a.m.—Morning Show — "The
White Tower" — Glenn Ford and
Lloyd Bridges star in this absorbing
adventure about six people who try
to scale an almost insurmountable
mountain, each for his own reasons.
Channel 13.
WEDNESDAY
9:00 p.m.—Morning Show — "The
Pharaoh's Woman"—A fair-to-middling adventure-drama. No big thrills.
Channel 13.
THURSDAY
11:30—Perry Mason No. 155—You've
probably seen this, but if you haven't, well, you're in for a treat. Channel 13.

Greenville
ASTRO I, 291 By-Pass, 242-3294 . . .
Oct. 1-7: "Friends," with Elton
John's music and not a whole
lot more.

to make any difference, Master
Of Reality, Black Sabbath's third
album, is their best. Of course,
outwardly all that means is that
it's the least offensive and the
least ridiculous and the least pretentious of the three. Anything
would have been an improvement over Paranoid.
Still, along with the usual BS
destructively heavy style, there
are a couple of surprising tracks.
"Orchid" is an Instrumental with,
believe it or not, acoustic guitar,
and on "Solitude" Ozzy Osbourne, whose voice normally
reeks of evil, actually sings a
soft song for a change.

SUNDAY
3:30—Shock Theatre—"Homicidal"—
In this horror flick, a girl returns
to the mansion she lived in as a
child and becomes involved in a terrifying
(?)
mystery involving a
homicidal maniac. Actually, this is a
pretty good flick. Channel 13.
5 p.m.—Sunday Big Movie—"Muscle Beach Party"—This is a vintage
film. Need more be said? Starring
Frankie Avalon and everybody's favorite Mouskateer, Annette Funicello.
Channel 13.

.CLEMSON THEATRE, Downtown,
654-3230 . . .
Oct. 1-2: "Willard," with Bruce
Davidson and Ernest Borgnine.
Rated for General-type audiences.
Late show Oct. 1-2: "Hard Ride."
Oct. 3-5: "The Red Tent," with
Sean Connery and Claudia Car-dinale. Concerns Italian general
who commands mission to the
Arctic in 1928. Thrilling scenery,
but ponderous direction. It's for
adults.
Oct. 6-1: "The Last Rebel," starring Broadway Joe Namath. If
it's indicative of anything, the
football team went to Anderson
to see this one last Friday night
before losing 0-28 to Georgia Saturday. The film is a loser, too.
YMCA Theatre, 656-2460 . . .
This week:
"Downhill Racer," starring Robert Redford and Gene Hackman.
A drama concerning an ambitious, undisciplined loner from
Colorado who wins the Olympic
ski championship for the U.S.,
but realizes victory is fleeting
and his life is comparatively
auite empty afterwards.
"Two Mules for Sister Sara,"
with Clint Eastwood and Shirley
MacLaine. A western comedy
with cigars, liauor and lotsa
swearing.
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Concerts
GRAND FUNK RAILROAD, appearing In Atlanta Stadium, home of
the Braves, Saturday, October 2
at 8 p.m. Tickets are $6.
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON, at Andrews
Field House at Wofford College.
October 8 at 8 p.m.
GORDON LIGHTFOOT, appearing in
Carolina Coliseum Friday, Sept.
24 at 8 p.m. Tickets: $5.00, $4.00.
All seats reserved, and may be
obtained
by
writing
Gordon
Lightfoot Concert, Carolina Coliseum, Columbia, S. C. 29208.
Check payable to Carolina Coliseum.

Galleries
LEE HALL GALLERY—A ceramics
exhibition by Tom Turner September 24 to October 20, Rudolph
Lee Gallery, Architecture Building.

Albums
MASTER OF REALITY by Black
Sabbath (Warner Bros. BS 2562)
Although it's probably too late

y

Mi

None of this will change Black
Sabbath's reputation because even
most of their better material is
still a little bland. But if we're
going to be innundated with
heaviness (and we will because
that's what sells) we might as
well enjoy this slight reprieve
and be thankful for small favors.

Did Attica arouse
your interest?
Periaktoi, the sociology club of Clemson, will sponsor a trip to the Federal
Penitentiary in Atlanta on Thursday, Oct.
14, for all sociology majors and minors.

FIREBALL by Deep Purple (Warner
Bros. BS 2564). Like Black Sabbath, Deep Purple is recovering
from a very bad last album, in
this case Deep Purple In Book.
And, like Black Sabbath, anything better than that boring
pomposity would be an improvement.
That's why this album is so
hard to judge. Relatively speaking, Fireball is a vast improvement and one of the better recent albums in its field. In a
broader sense, though, there, are
still a few lingering lapses of
good taste and some very repetitive guitar solos. Had their last
mistake never been released, this
one might warrant more criticism.
Yet to criticize it more would
make us ignore some of the
well-composed music and the
very good solos (such as the organ break on "No, No, No"). So
what we have here is a good album which could receive more
public acclaim than critical acclaim. Had the group broken up
the exhausting, draining effect
with a few changes of pace, it
probably could receive both.
THE FLYING BURRITO BROTHERS
<A*M SP 4925). This album is
nothing less than a joy.
The
Burrito Brothers, a light-country
offshoot of the Byrds, seem very
relaxed and genuinely enthused
with their material. Like other
Burrito albums, this one delights
in innocence, simplicity of style,
and, In true country tradition,
the girl who has loved and left.
The seven Rick Roberts songs,
all seven of them, are the highlights of the album. Roberts has
been with the group for nearly
a year now, and his songs, more
than any other group member's,
have the lyrics and mood that
best convey what the Burrito
Brothers have been long trying
to do.
They summon up very
vivid Images by simply evoking
precisely the right mood.
In the liner notes the Burritos
are compared to the Band, and
it's no exaggerated boast. Both
are capable of using their instruments sparingly and delicately.
Both have the same feel for rural
flavor.
Of Roberts' seven, "Colorado"
Is the most vivid (due in part to
the fine vocal) with "Hand To
Mouth" and "Four Days Of Rain"
close behind in their Isolation
and elaboration on a single situation. All of them concentrate
so closely on Just a distinct event
that the ease with which they
tell their story seems almost effortless.
—Tom Prlddy

Your name must be submitted to Prof.
Roland Pippin in Hardin Hall, Office 112,
by the afternoon of Oct. 7 to enable you
to attend.

ONE CENT SALE
Brite Set Hair Spray
Rexall Tissue
Aspirin — 5 grain
Rexall Wetting Solution for
Contact Lens
Rexall Aerosol Shave Cream
Cara Nome Cold Cream
Cara Nome Cleansing Cream
Cara Nome Night Cream
Cara Nome Hand & Body Cream
Lorie Bubble Bath
Fast Shampoo
Rexall Toothpaste

2 for 90<
2 for 49<
2 for 80<
2 for $1.76
2 for $1.10
2 for $1.76
2 for $1.51
2 for $2.01
.2 for $1.10
2 for 70<
2 for $1.30
2 for $1.00

Martin Drug Co,
DOWNTOWN CLEMSON
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As I was leaving the Coliseum last Saturday night
someone near me turned to a friend and said, "Jeez, that
was the strangest concert I think I've ever seen."
And, since I'm using his quote, I obviously couldn't put
it any better myself. Saturday's James Gang/ Goose Creek
Symphony concert was both the biggest, most easily
forgettable bore and the most riotous fun we've had in quite
a while. But, in the great American tradition, you had to
wait a long, long time, and sacrifice, for the good part.
As the show was originally conceived, Goose Creek was
to perform first, until about nine, with the James Gang
following them; the usual form for warmup and featured
groups. But, as they explained it later, Goose Creek's UHaul threw a wheel, leaving their equipment stranded.
Thus the unscheduled warmup band from Seneca.
Since the James Gang was quite adamant about their
scheduled time, there was nothing to do but let them go on

witnosh:
Qreat
American
Tradition
next. They had their private plane waiting in Anderson
(how's that for establishment?).
When Bob Hope called Littlejohn Coliseum "an airplane hangar" in his own concert appearance there two
years ago, little did anyone dream that through the James
Gang the Coliseum would so soon hear the sound of its very
own Boeing 707. That private plane the James Gang owns
would be a spit against the wind in a battle of sound against
Joe Walsh's guitar.
Walsh plays three types of guitar: good, bad, and
commercial. Saturday night he favored the latter two. Only
on rare occasions such as "Asshtonpark" and their encore,
"Johnny B. Goode," didhe show any signs of enjoying what
he was doing. Only then did bassist Dale Peters (who can be
rather good) and drummer Jim Fox (who seemed mostly
mechanical) combine with Walsh into a band.
The other things you can say about Walsh concern his
repetition and choice of material. Walsh does not know how
to use volume and sound effects to any sort of musical end.
He simply drives them into the ground by boring us with the
same thing over and over. Also, in his (what was supposed
to pass as) blues selections he sings a type of Led Zeppelin
blues in which the vocal simply doesn't fit the music, and
the feedback doesn't mix with the blues.
Walsh's organ work was simply too loud, too incoherent, and too bad. Had they started their show around
"Johnny B. Goode" and kept it at an unpretentious, non-ego
tripping level, they might have made it. As it was, they
didn't.
After such an exhausting set by the James Gang many
people left thinking no one would follow them. But, it was
quietly announced that Goose Creek would be next, and
what a fine relief it was.
In a very short time Goose Creek completely
devastated an audience that seemed beyond reach, and
they did it by simply using good, clean, enjoyable country
fun. Goose Creek Symphony is nothing more than a goodtime Bluegrass band dead set on enjoying themselves.
Their frivolity contrasted so sharply with the seriousness of
the James Gang that the fun Goose Creek was having
proved to be irresistable.

Photo by Den ton

Typical of their approach was "The Corn Won't
Grow, So Rock 'n' Roll," in which they call for "Peace
and understanding 'cause man can't live on cornbread
alone." Of course no one, not even the band, takes this
seriously, and that puts everyone at ease to enjoy the
music. Technically, too, the group could weave a fine
blend of acoustic and electric guitars, electric fiddles
and almost perfect harmony.
I'd hesitate to pick out any of the six because all
are fine musicians, but it seems it's the two fiddlers
who help the most to make the group sound the way
they do. They both sounded so clean and sharp that at
times they might almost be mistaken for picking out
the notes on a guitar.
Their final song, "Honky Tonk Women," proved
that if there's that much country in the Rolling Stones,
there's a little bit of country in all of us.
My sympathies to those who left after whoeverit
was that was on first. You missed the show.
Sidebars: One. It appears Clemson will never
get a supergroup to play on campus. Recent attempts
by the CDA to negotiate with the Jefferson Airplane
have shown, according to Vick Bost, assistant to the
Vice President of Student Affairs, that the Airplane is
only looking for concerts that will net them something
in the vicinity of $80,000.
"They wanted the house scaled at higher than the

12,000 capacity crowd here," Bost said. "We'd have to
have them in the football stadium to raise that kind of
money."
Bost added that a crowd of over 20,000 would be
needed to pay the price. "There would be no rain
ticket," he said. "You'd just have to go on with it."
It doesn't appear we'll ever be able to get a group
as big as them. No one thinks it's worth the chance.
Yessir, that's the Jefferson Airplane for you. Antiestablishment, counter-cultural, but they sure love
their money.
Two. In case you ever wondered (as I have) who
operates the concessions at Coliseum concerts, it's the
same people who run the canteen. They charge the
prices they do because, according to Dean of Student
Affairs Walter T. Cox, last year the canteen operated
in the red and they can't afford to charge less than a
quarter for those tiny Cokes.
Cox says that the opening of the East Campus
canteen last year increased operational overhead by 30
per cent, and didn't increase income at all. Also, Cox
says the canteen has a hard time finding help for
concert sales because no one wants to work and listen
when they could sit and see.
Three. CDA President Odell Zachery announced
Tuesday that Rare Earth will be here for
Homecoming. Enough said about that.
Tom Priddy

Grants and research projects, part one
Clemson has received $225,000 in research
and educational grants over the last three
months from various organizations including
the National Science Foundation, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA),
the Environmental Protection Agency, the U.S.
Army Research and Development Command and
the U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare.
The grants will be used for studies and research projects under the direction of various
faculty members. The following is the first in
a series of articles exploring these projects.

by Debbie Schwiers
A new carbon dioxide gun, to be used for
removing tissue from serious burns,
cleaning wounds and other surgical
procedures, is the goal of a three-year
engineering research project at Clemson.
Under the direction of Dr. Tah-Teh

Yang, the research is being conducted
with the aid of almost $100,000 in grants
from the Army Medical Research and
Development Command. $32,495 has been
spent on the project since it was begun last
year.
The gun will fire a high velocity stream
of fine dry-ice particles suspended in gas
in order to rapidly peal away damaged
tissue. In the case of burns, a surgeon
without the gun must wait for a burn to
burst before pealing tissue away. The gun
will simplify this procedure in that the
stream of dry-ice particles will relieve
body heat surrounding burned tissue, and
the surgeon may treat the tissue in less time.
"Where time is precious, especially in

treating combat injuries, lives may actually be saved by using the dry-ice gun,"
said Dr. Yang, adding that use of the gun
will also cut down in complications which
may arise after a wound has been treated.

The gun, which will be available for
public use within five years, is also
beneficial to Clemson in its development
phase, according to Dr. Yang. It provides
an adequate program for graduate student
research in biomedical engineering, and
helps to establish a reputation with the
army which may "pave the way" to further government contracts, he said.

WSBF
GRIPE LINE will be open
from 8 to 8:30 Monday through
Friday nights. Sam Campbell,
WSBF news director, said if response to the Gripe Line does
not pick up, it will have to be
discontinued. The program is
open to comments on all areas of
student life.
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Sports
Football: one play, or many?
by Chris Hindman
Hootie Ingram is now somewhat satisfied. Following
the Kentucky game, Ingram delivered a few critical
comments about the Tigers' play, but he could detect no
flaws in the Tigers' overall effort in their 28-0 loss to
Georgia last Saturday.
"I was extremely proud of the way our boys played.
They played better this game than in all phases of the
Kentucky game. We had a good effort against one of the five
best teams in the country," Ingram stated.
The Tigers lost the Kentucky game as a result of their
own failures, mainly excessive penalties, inept coverage on
kicks, and lack of offensive organization. Last Saturday,
however, the Tigers showed few traces of the erratic
behavior that marred their performance against Kentucky.
They were simply the victims of a better football team and
an ill-timed moment of probability.
The Tigers displayed a more coordinated offensive
unit, accumulated only 20 yards in penalties, and successfully contained Georgia's talented punt return
specialist, Buzzy Rosenberg, who returned two punts for
touchdowns in the Bulldog's opening win over Oregon State.
But the improvement wasn't sufficient to overcome the
highly-ranked Bulldogs.
Ingram was pleased that the Tigers' coverage problem
had been resolved, and he was content with both the offensive and defensive efforts in the Georgia game.
He remarked that "the Clemson offense might have
looked as bad as many loyal Clemson fans believe, but we
were a much better team on offense than in the last game."
Quarterbacks Tommy Kendrick and Mike Matthews
connected on 7 of 14 pass attempts for 147 yards between
them, and one of Kendrick's completions was a 45-yarder to
flanker Don Kelley, which afforded Clemson its deepest
penetration of Georgia territory at the Bulldog 31 in the first
period.
Ingram thought Kendrick played "a good game," and
he called Matthews, who saw his first varsity action after
spending the 1970 season as a redshirt, "a good, steady
quarterback."
More effective running by fullbacks Wade Hughes and
Heide Davis enabled Kendrick and Matthews to engineer a
little more diversified offensive attack, not concentrating
on the run as much as in the Kentucky game. The Tiger
receivers muffed fewer passes, and the increased
organization in the Tiger offense accounted for the absence
of the frequent delay-of-game infractions that hampered
the Tigers in their opener.
The Tigers did fail to sustain a prolonged drive in the
Georgia contest, and Ingram attributed the Tigers'
inability to the Georgia defense. "The Georgia defense was
very good and that made our offense look bad," he said
Ingram was furious over the disputed play in which
Tiger defensive end Wayne Baker had apparently intercepted an Andy Johnson pass at the line of scrimmage,
only to have an official rule it an incomplete forward pass.
"Baker blocked the pass, and he had the interception.
The ball never touched the ground. Then they punted on the
one, and instead of midfield we had 99 yards to go. This was
the turning point in the game," Ingram raged.
In every game there is a certain amount of probability
that an official will make at least one drastic decision that
will cripple one of the teams.
Such was the case in Baker's situation. Until this point
of the game, the momentum had been with Clemson, and in
a matter of seconds the tempo had been reversed.
Following the official's ruling, Georgia punted and then
held the Tigers at the Clemson 5-yard line. Georgia then
took possession at the Clemson 32 after a short punt, and four
plays later the Bulldogs practically put the game out of
reach, 14-0, with 9:07 remaining in the third period.
Defensively, Ingram thought the Tigers couldn't have
played better. The Bulldogs did manage to score 28 points,
but one touchdown occurred on Dan Golden's 71-yard interception return, and one was the offspring of the controversial call that furnished Georgia an opportunity to nail
the Tiger offense to its own goal line.
Yet, the Tiger defense did fail to stop Georgia on one
long drive, and that alone was enough for Georgia to win the
game. But a lesser margin of victory would have been a
much better indication of the Tigers' effort.
Moreover, the Tiger defense held the Georgia offense
i six consecutive times without a first down in the opening
half, and that is a very rare feat to be accomplished against
Georgia.
Ingram contended that the main difference between the
present Georgia team and those of the past is "a great
defense and "an offense which makes few mistakes."
Clemson will enter Saturday's showdown with Georgia
Tech in Grant Field with an 0-2 overall record. The record
itself is not overly attractive, but it is hardly indicative of
the improvement the Tigers have shown since the transitional 1970 season.
"I feel better about this team being 0-2 than last year's
being 2-0," Ingram professed. Tomorrow's outcome will
indicate if the Tigers' progress deserves acclamation.

Photo

Hodges

Disputed play

Wayne Baker (95) kneels to ground in top photo after intercepting a batted pass from Georgia
quarterback Andy Johnson (14). In center photo, Baker lies on the ground as Clemson asks for the
ball. After a conference, officials decided to let Georgia have the ball, and a Bulldog player tries to
restrain the irate Baker. Athletic director Bill McClellan exhibits his disgust with the decision on the
sideline.
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Georgia Tech: still a good team
by Charles Norton
As the pre-season football polls began to
circulate around the country, Georgia
Tech's Yellow Jackets figured highly in
every one. Bud Carson's forces were expected to better their 9-3 record of 1970.
But as the season has progressed, Tech
has not shown the form for which they are
noted. The offense has been a big question
mark in producing a scoring punch. The
defense has been good, but hasn't stopped
the opposing team when needed.
After an opening game loss to South
Carolina, Tech came to life against
Michigan State, 10-0. This glory was shortlived as a less than potent Army team upset
them last Saturday, 16-13.
This Saturday, Clemson will travel to
Grant Field to take on the Yellow Jackets.
Coach Hootie Ingram was very happy
over the team's performance in Saturday's
loss to Georgia.
But Saturday the Tigers will need a repeat
performance in order to hold the Georgia
Tech team. Tech will be looking for an
important win that is necessary in order to
save its season.
Despite their record, the Georgia Tech
team still has a good corps of players. The
offense, despite its poor snowing, is capable
of scoring and the defense is one of the top
units in the nation.
The offense is led by senior halfback Brent
Cunningham (5-7, 170). Called by Carson
"the best back in Tech's history," Cunningham led the Yellow Jackets to a 28-7
victory over Clemson last year with 217
yards rushing, a Tech record for a single
game. He won the National Back of the
Week Award for this performance.
The Tech Pro-I offense is handled by Jack
O'Neill (6-3, 204) and Eddie McAshan (6-2,
195). Both are juniors and guide the offense
almost to perfection. O'Neill is the likely
starter since McAshan has been suspended
from practice for critical remarks of the
coaches after the defeat by Army.
Tight end Mike Oven (6-5, 222) and split
end Herman Lam (5-10, 155) give the
Jackets deep scoring threats. Lam, with his
lightning; speed, is definitely one to watch
on long bombs.

The offensive line is a powerful team of
individuals. Led by Scott Engel (6-2, 240)
and Rick Lantz (6-3, 240), the line has
opened the holes necessary for the backs to
move. They have also provided adequate
protection for the passer.
The Tech defense is basically a split-four
set. They have been good, but have failed

when defense was most desired.
Tackle Brad Bourne (6-3, 245) and end
Smylie Gebhart (6-1, 210) lead the Tech
defensive front. They are considered the
finest in the area. The defensive backs are
led by Rick Lewis (6-1,200) and Jeff Ford (511, 177). These two are the finest in the
nation and give the Yellow Jackets a sound

defensive backfield.
Georgia Tech is a good football team
despite their record. Saturday, with an
excellent defensive showing and a good
offense, Clemson might be able to break into
the win column and send Georgia Tech into
a downward spin from which they may not
recover.

Soccer: 3-0 and going higher
by Anne Cooney

Forline

The Clemson University soccer team now
boasts a 3-0 record after a profitable week in
which it posted two victories. Despite this,
head coach I.M. Ibrahim isn't particularly
satisfied.
"We're capable of playing better soccer,"
Ibrahim warned Wednesday afternoon
following the booters' 6-1 thrashing of Appalachian State on the new soccer field.
The Tigers will try to please Ibrahim
more Saturday as they face the University
of South Carolina for the first time in the
history of the two schools. The game will
begin at 2 p.m. on the field which is adjacent
to the baseball field. Students will be admitted on presentation of a current activities card; otherwise admission will be $1
to adults.
Wednesday in the Appalachian game,
Roberto Bradford scored three goals for the
second time this season and Nabeel Kammoun notched two. Crag Daugherty added
the other goal. Kammoun now has scored a
total of nine goals in only three games, and
Bradford has six. The record for total goals
in a season, in case you're keeping track, is
27 and was set last year by former Clemson
star Andy Demori. Incidentally Demori was
watching from the stands as Bradford and
Kammoun worked.
The Jacksonville game was closer than
the 8-1 score would normally indicate.
Kammoun opened the scoring in the first
quarter by dribbling the ball thirty yards on
a fast break and jamming it into the net with
only 2:30 gone in the first quarter.
Rich Shannon of Jacksonville quickly tied
the score with a goal.
However, Jacksonville was unable to
capitalize on the momentum which the goal

Tigers' Mansmann (left), Daugherty (right), fight opponent
gave it and the quarter continued without
any score. But with only 2:15 elapsed in the
second quarter, Kammoun scored the
second of his five goals. He scored once
more before the half ended to send the
Tigers into the dressing room with a 3-1
lead. Kammoun's five-goal performance
tied a record set by Demori against Emory
last year.
As has become characteristic of most
Clemson teams, the Tigers stormed back in
the second half and scored five more goals.
Besides the two by Kammoun, Jack Mansmann, Samuel Davila, and Jon Babashak
scored one apiece.
Ibrahim had praise for Kammoun and
Bradford along with Daugherty, from
what is perhaps the most deadly front line
Clemson has ever had. Halfbacks Ed

Camara and Lou Forline also drew tribute.
Another feather was placed in Clemson's
cap Wednesday when the ratings of Southern
soccer teams was released. The Tigers had
climbed from last week's eighth position to
number six. This equals the highest that the
Clemson team was ranked last year.
Navy heads the ratings which are compiled by the coaches of the Intercollegiate
Soccer Football Association of America.
Following Navy are Maryland, perennial
Atlantic Coast Conference favorite, the
University of South Florida, Howard
University, and Davis and Elkins College.
Campbell is ranked seventh. The University
of North Carolina, Baltimore, and last
year's ACC champ, the University of
Virginia,round out the top ten.
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Frosh here Monday
by Chris Hindman
The Clemson freshmen extended their
winning trend last Friday with an 18-13
decision over the Duke Blue Imps and freshman coach Steve Satterfield contends that
the Cubs played pretty fine football for the
first game.
"Duke has one of its finest freshman
teams they have had in a while. They ran the
ball on us a good bit, but our defense came
through with big plays when we needed
them. We made a few mistakes, and we
have to correct them to beat teams like
Georgia and Georgia Tech," he said.
Satterfield had previously been skeptical
of the Cub defensive secondary, but its
performance against Duke assured him that
there was nothing to worry about.
Defensive back Jim Ness made 12 individual tackles from his "Tiger back"
position, and cornerback Jack Hughes felled
Blue Imp runners for sizeable losses on
several occasions.

Defensive tackle Dan McBride batted
down three Duke passes, recovered a Duke
fumble, and blocked a punt which Anderson's Tommy Ducworth carried 32 yards
for a touchdown. Linebacker Willie Anderson intercepted a pass to thwart a Duke
scoring threat, and linebacker Kevin
Bowling returned an interception 26 yards
for a score.
Offensively, Satterfield cited tailback
Jimmy Williamson, fullback Donnie White,
and tight end Tom Boozer for outstanding
play. Williamson and White compiled 108
yards rushing between them, and Boozer
hauled in 3 of quarterback Bruce Gaston's 6
completions for 54 yards, one a 21-yard
touchdown pass.
The Cubs next outing is on Monday at 2
p.m. in Death Valley against the Georgia
Bullpups.
Should the Cubs emerge victorious, it will
be the third consecutive year that a Clemson
freshman team has beaten the Bullpups.

Intramural playoffs approach
Intramural softball is now in the process
of finishing regular league play and will
begin playoffs Monday. Games will be
scheduled at 5:30 on fields three through six.
League playoffs will be single elimination
consisting of two leagues with six teams per
league. Each league is represented by the
round-robin team champion determined
upon percentage of wins. The final championship will be determined by a two-out-ofthree game playoff.
The round-robin representatives who have
won their leagues are:
League A
Anonymous 5-0
League B
MathDept. 5-0
League C
ATO Deacons 5-0
League D Theta Chi Red Mch. 5-0
League E
Beta Reds 5-0
League F
Palmetto 4-1
League G
Sigma Nu Eagles 5-0
League H
Hartwell Lakers 5-0
League I
Wild Bunch 5-0
League J
Oconee County 5-0
The freshman league champions have not

Tuttle elected
Associate professor of political
science Jack E. Tuttle was
elected president of the Southern
Intercolligiate Bowling Conference at the conference's
September 11 meeting in Atlanta.
Tuttle had previously been

been determined yet. The two winners will
compete in the playoff along with the other
league winners.
The intramural fall track meet was held
Tuesday evening. The freshman team won
for the second year in a row, with a total
score of 76.
Winning first place in the 880 was Campbell; 220-Hundley; 44-Ruber; 100 dashHundley. The winning medley relay compound team consisted of Good, Fant, Wilson
and Harris. Freshmen also won the mile
relay, making a total of six first places for
them.
Second place went to Alpha Gamma Rho
with 53 points; third place to S.L.B.I, with 51
points; fourth place to the independents with
14 points.
The next track meet will be in April or
May of 1972.
Tennis tournaments will begin October
11th. Anyone interested in playing contact
the intramural office.

secretary-treasurer of the
twenty-four team conference,
which includes the Citadel, the
University of Maryland, Georgia
Tech and the University of
Florida.
Last year, the Clemson bowling
team placed second in conference
competition. Previous Clemson

teams have won conference and
regional championships, and no
Clemson team has had a losing
season.
The bowling team is open to all
Clemson
students.
Tuttle
estimates that about 110 bowlers
will be competing for six places
on the team this year.

(continued from page 1)
programs to meet the needs in these areas."
Edwards explained the consortium arrangement
provides for clinical training of medical students in
regional hospitals where they "would have an opportunity
to learn of the local medical problems and thus be encouraged to participate in community medicine after
graduation." This practice would make a "major contribution in promoting better geographical distribution o;
medical graduates."
Edwards cited the program which will begin in January
of this year which provides for a "five-year integrated
professional curriculum in medicine" under which a
student would study at Clemson University for two years
and then transfer to the Medical University of South
Carolina at Chaleston for the completion of the progran
leading to an M.D. degree.
Edwards also stated that other examples of the con
sortium-type cooperation between the Medical School am
the University include 12 research projects in areas o.1
biomedical engineering. He added that a total of 45
collaborative medical research projects are currently
being conducted using the University's facilities.
Edwards summarized the consortium approach thusly:
by placing staff of the Medical School in hospital systems
such as Greenville's and allowing students to receive
clinical training there after a basic pre-med course here, a
student could receive a degree "without spending very
much time if any in Charleston."
In addition to the Lippard report on medical education,
the controversial Moody Report, prepared by Moody's
Investors Service and released in 1968, sets aside an entire
chapter to deal with the state's health problems. The
recommendations contained in the report have not been
used to any great extent by either side in the fight for a
second medical school.
Proponents of the school apparently have avoided the
report because of its overwhelming conclusion that "costs
of a second medical school presently (1968) are prohibitive
for South Carolina, and that resources must be concentrated on a major strengthening and upgrading of the
Medical College at Charleston."
It reinforces the Lippard report's warning that the
increase in the production of doctors would not necessarily
improve the physician/ population figures and services in
all areas of the state.
In Edwards prepared comments on the Moody
report's recommendations, he endorses the contention that
"the need for a second medical school must outweigh
competing public needs in the state so as to earn priority
claim on limited state funds." He supports the conclusion
that "A second medical school earns no such priority, in
view of the great and growing needs of the state; nor could
it justify any priority assigned arbitrarily to it by the improved level of health services it would promote in South
Carolina areas which most need such improvement." The
report names the thinly populated regions and rural
districts as "areas which most need such improvement."
Edwards also refers to "the three principal keys to
better health service: (1) effective regionalizationof health
services (2) development of a large and capable corps of
paramedicals and (3) creation of a system which takes
medical and paramedical care into thinly-populated areas
regularly and on demand, and provides for the transport of
rural patients to progressive levels of advanced care as
needed."
Edwards avoids, however, endorsement of the Moody
report's recommendation that "immediate steps be taken
toward affiliation between the Medical College of South
Carolina and the University of South Carolina" so that state
funds and intellectual resources can be teamed to assist the
Medical College in "achieving the goals of strength and
quality to which it aspires."
The report cautions that the affiliation should not
weaken the cooperative programs already established in
other areas, such as the "joint approach with Clemson
University to bioengineering." The affiliation suggested
would increase graduate research opportunities and would
more importantly increase the influence and prestige of the
institution with respect to areas such as recruiting highly
qualified faculty members.
The report states that unless this kind of affiliation is
established the state faces "three alternatives, all unacceptable: (1) carry on with one unaffiliated medical school
which is not capable, and which without affiliation cannot
become capable, of the great tasks before it. (2) create a
second medical school in Columbia which the state cannot
afford, and thereby guarantee that the state will have not
one but two undistinguished medical schools. (3) create a
second medical school in Columbia, diverting to it the
major financial resources now going to or planned for
Charleston, letting the Charleston institution wither on the
vine."
The testimony given the panel and evidence from
materials such as the Moody Report will culminate in the
findings and recommendations which will be presented to
the full Commission on Higher Education early this month.
After considerations by the commission the recommendations will be passed along to the General Assembly
for action on appropriations for the actual construction,
and. in all likelihood, the second medical school will again be
a controversial issue in the political realms of the Capital
city.
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Atlanta: appearance and reality
by Mike Forth
Located about 120 miles south of the Clemson campus,
just off of 1-85, is the city of Atlanta, Georgia. Hundreds of
Clemson students visit Atlanta annually on weekends form
many different reasons -some to shop, some to experience
the big-city night life, some to stare at the city's enormous
freak (a generally-accepted stereotype for the resident,
long-haired community) population, but probably most to
purchase some quantity of the city's readily-available,
illegal drugs.
In the past, the most popular spot for students to visit
for any of the aforementioned was a small district adjacent
to the downtown section commonly known as "the strip."
The strip, composed basically of boutiques, head shops,
restaurants, theatres and other small shops, lies along
Peachtree Street between Eighth and Fourteenth Streets,
and used to be a very densely populated district.
A visitor to the strip during the day could generally
expect to see throngs of predominantly freaky-looking
people amassed on the sidewalks openly peddling various
illegal narcotics the entire day and often late into the night.
The small shops, predominantly managed by young people,
reflected the overall image of a hip culture that was slowly
assimilating into the capitalistic business world by rippingoff the many teeny-boppers and tourists with overpriced
goods. At night, the strip accumulated an additional air of
the bizarre as motorcycle gangs and rednecks coagulated
among the freaks and the tourists. Violent confrontations
were not uncommon, and there were also several rapes on
the side-streets.
But today, the scene on the strip for the average visitor
is very much different. There are no longer masses of drug
peddlers on the sidewalks in front of the stores. Scarcely a
handful of tourists can be seen on the streets at any time
during the day or night. The sight of freaks or even
moderately long-haired people is practically non-existent.
In fact, aside from the sight of an occasional underground
newspaper hawker or store manager, the strip is virtually
deserted. Prominent on the strip now, however, is the
conspicuous presence of many city police who almost
constantly, especially after sundown, outnumber the
pedestrians.
At first glance, it appears that tourism has simply died
down, that the teeny-boppers have become disillusioned
about the wares and drugs of the hip and freak cultures, and
that the police have successfully quelled the violence and
thwarted the open sale of illegal drugs. The actual situation
now, however, is very different than its superficial appearance.
The Police
The police are definitely responsible for the deserted
appearance of the strip today. The method which they have
employed to achieve the current spectacle, however, was
unquestionably blatant harassment of the people on the
strip.
Police harassment is not new to the strip. The history of
police harassment on the strip began around 1967 when
police attempted to close the Middle Earth head shop, on
Eighth Street, by hassling customers and threatening
arrests.
Police harassment became mor pointed in 1968 when a
rock club near 14th Street called the Catacomb was opened,
and police arrested people, sometimes 20 or 30 at a time, for
loitering, jaywalking, vagrancy and any other charges they
could think up .Sellers of the Great Speckled Bird, an undergrouns paper begun in March, were arrested for
"violation of pedestrian duties." During the summer, the
Middle Earth head shop was closed because police
harassment was driving customers away. Near the end of
the summer, the 14th Gate, a Methodist Church coffeehouse
on 10th Street, was forced to close after cops busted many
people for loitering and sleeping in a public place.
Large scale arrests and increased harassment began in
April 1969 when people began to gather in a parking lot
across the street from the re-opened Middle Earth head
shop. Aside from busting for the same old charges such as
jaywalking, vagrancy, etc., the police began to set up road
blocks on Eighth Street and conduct searches of cars.
Following the first Atlanta Pop Festival on July 4, many
people flocked to the Strip and harassement increased
proportionately.
In May of 1970, after community requests for police
protection on the strip due to an excessive number of rapes
and a wide range of violence. Mayor Sam Massell sent 64
policemen into the strip in one night to "clean up" the
situation. Ironically, this was the origin of the current
nightmare of police harassment for the strip community.
For the third summer in a row, people were arrested in
mass for loitering, jaywalking, etc. Fish & Chips, a small
restaurant with standing room only, was busted one Sunday
morning soon thereafter, and 21 customers and employees
were arrested for loitering. Harassment continued into July
whe one person was beaten by police following his arrest for
sitting a foot inside the property line of the Metro skin flick.
But the worst police harassment did not come to the
strip until the sergeant, who was directing the "cleanup"
operations for Massell, was replaced by a lieutenant who
had previously acquired the reputation of being a "tough
cop" in dealing with problem areas. The lieutenant's name
was Samples.
Samples, who is still in charge of the strip area, ran up

a record of more than 200 arrests for petty charges, such as
"failing to move on" and violations of the "safe streets and
sidewalks ordinances", in his first week on the job. The
quantity of arrests continued and protests by the strip
community were ineffective.
Finally, about the middle of this past summer, the
masses of pedestrians on the strip dwindled until the 10 to 20
police assigned to patrol the strip every evening exceeded
the number of pedestrians at most times.
The Businesses
The commercial businesses and the street peddlers of
underground newspapers have directly and indirectly
suffered the most as a result of the police harassment.
Theatres, restaurants, boutiques and head shops are all
complaining about the damaging effect that the police
harassment has incurred on business. Some businesses
estimate at least a 50 per cent loss "since Samples took over
the strip."
Not seriously motivated by the initial police
harassment, but more responsive when it began to hurt
financially, the so-called hip merchants have relatively
recently organized the Peachtree Street Business
Association. The PSBA held its first meeting on August 26,
when it decided that it "must do something about the police
who had driven customers away", but little progress has
been made since then.
The consensus of the merchants who remain on the
strip now was expressed by Doug Strenger, manager of
three stores on the strip, who put it this way:
"Business is definitely bad now, and it's simply
because traffic has dropped off sharply in the last six
months primarily due to police harassment. . .have
been frustrated by Lieutenant Samples and his
Ghestapo tactics. . .The cops come onto the Strip
about 6 o'clock at night, and sometimes start
frisking and harassing about half the people in
sight. . .Even semi-freaky looking people, with short
hair and a moustache or a beard, are getting
hassled. It used to be bad, but it was never as bad as
it is now. . .They are even doing it to tourists. It only
takes one dose of that treatment and a tourist won't
ever want to come back here. I don't blame them, I
wouldn't want to either."
"People used to come here to see the freaks. Now the
freaks don't come up to the strip any more, so the people
have stopped coming here to see them," explained one
employee of a poster sotre." "I've even had customers
dragged out of the store by the police right in front of me,"
he added.
(It was interesting to note thatout of the 20 store owners
and mangers that I interviewed, 19 said that they had been
personally frisked or verbally harassed by the police at
some time on their way to or from work. Only one, the
manager of a drug store, refused to comment.)
The underground paper peddlers are probably more
seriously affected than the small businesses on the strip.
Lloyd Canady, a long-time paper hawker on the strip,
describes it this way:
"We depend almost entirely on tourists buying our
papers. Most of us try to make a living out of the
money we get from selling them. It used to be that
you could count on getting about 2 dollars an hour.
But ever since midsummer when everyone split, it
has been really hard to scrape together even enough
to survive on. . .And then the cops started arresting
us for obstructing traffic if we stepped one foot off
the curb, and jaywalking if we went into the second
lane to sell a paper to a car that was stopped at a red
light."
Another newspaper hawker and his wife told of an incident of police harassment which they witnessed. It was

typical of the tactics, crudeness and intimidation on the
part of the police which served as the basis for most of the
charges of police harassment:
"The other night, my wife and I were standing out
here selling the Bird. . and this one particular cop
came along and said, 'Come here, I want to speak
with you'. . .and he called back this other girl that
we had been speaking to. . .and accused her of
giving another cop the bird, and i don't mean the
Great Speckled Bird, I mean the finger. . .and she
said,'No sir, I didn't do it'. . .and he told her, (quote)
'Shut your goddam mouth, young lady, and as for
your being a young lady, you're the farthest thing
from a young lady that I've ever seen in my life. If I
ever catch you doing it again, I'll take the back of my
goddam hand, and beat you like your father should
have done before you left home'. . .It's become a
pretty standard thing. The cops curse at you and
try to get you mad, and if they do, and you curse
back, they arrest you."
The fact is thai a great many of the visitors to the strip
within the last few months have probably received similar
police harassment to the intimidation in the case related
above. Many store employes related similar accounts of
verbal harassment.
But the tragic reality beneath the harassment of the
people on the strip by the Atlanta police is not to be found on
the strip at all. It is to be found about three blocks away in
the public park.
The Park
Piedmont Park, a huge many-acred public park, is
about a ten-minute three-block walk from the strip. It soon
becomes obvious to an observer that the problems once
located on the strip have simply been relocated on a much
larger scale in Piedmont Park.
The sale of illegal drugs during the day is rampant in
the park. Even boys and girls of high school age and
younger can easily be observed testing and buying illegal
drugs from the pushers who are not nearly as inhibited in
the spacious park as they were previously on the strip.
The variety of drugs sold in the park is much broader
now than it had ever been on the strip. Heroin and cocaine
are presently as easily-accessible in the park as marijuana
and hashish had once been on the strip.
But it is at sunset that the real spectacle of the park
comes to life, centered around a wooden platform known as
the pavilion. Almost every night, and especially on Friday
and Saturday, hundreds of people gather around the
pavilion to buy and sell illegal drugs. And they do so openly,
much in the fashion of boothkeepers at a carnival, shouting
the names of the stock into the dark night air. "Junk",
"speed", "MDA", "cocaine", and, of course, "marijuana"
are not uncommon cries voiced nightly from the pavilion.
It is sitting in the dimly-lit, crime-inviting atmosphere
of Piedmont Park, watching the flagrant sale of illegal
drugs in the conspicuous absence of any police, that one is
able to see the reality of the strip situation only a few blocks
away beneath its superficial appearance.
In reality, the concern of Mayor Massell and the
Atlanta police over the drug scene on the strip never extended beyond political ends. As one resident said to me,
"On the strip, the city saw the drug scene, but down in the
park most people never see it so it's OK with Massell."
Massell and the police are taking credit for "cleaning
up" the drug scene while they have actually helped to
proliferate it at the expense of a great amount of undue
harassment to the strip community. The potentiality of
crime in the dimly-lit, seldom patrolled park has increased
while actuality of teeny-bopper disillusionment with the
drug culture has never occurred.

